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Scope and Contents

The collection comprises a wide variety of ephemera pertaining to printing practice, culture, and history in the Western Hemisphere. Dating from 1802 to 2013, the collection includes ephemera created by or relating to booksellers, printers, lithographers, stationers, engravers, publishers, type designers, book designers, bookbinders, artists, illustrators, typographers, librarians, newspaper editors, and book collectors; bookselling and bookstores, including new, used, rare and antiquarian books; printing, printing presses, printing history, and printing equipment and supplies; lithography; type and type-founding; bookbinding; newspaper publishing; and graphic design. Types of ephemera include advertisements, announcements, annual reports, brochures, clippings, invitations, trade catalogs, newspapers, programs, promotional materials, prospectuses, broadsides, greeting cards, bookmarks, fliers, business cards, pamphlets, newsletters, price lists, bookplates, periodicals, posters, receipts, obituaries, direct mail advertising, book catalogs, and type specimens. The collection contains significant quantities of ephemera created by San Francisco booksellers, stationers, printers, and presses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century; ephemera related to university libraries and presses in the United States; and examples of early California newspapers, including small town and foreign language newspapers. There are significant holdings of ephemera related to printers Lawton and Alfred Kennedy and Robert and Edwin Grabhorn, and associations such as the Book Club of California and the International Association of Printing House Craftsmen, Inc., and its local and regional chapters. Materials printed by members of Moxon Chappel, a San Francisco-area group of private press printers, are also extensive.

Indexing Terms

The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library’s online public access catalog:
Moxon Chappel.
Advertisements.
Advertising blotters.
Advertising, Direct-mail.
Announcements.
Annual reports.
Artists.
Auction catalogs.
Book catalogs.
Book collecting.
Book designers.
Bookbinders.
Bookbinding.
Bookmarks.
Bookplates.
Booysellers and bookselling.
Bookstores.
Broadsides.
Brochures.
Business cards.
California Ephemera Project.
Clippings.
Engravers.
Ephemera.
Fliers (printed matter).
Graphic design.
Greeting cards.
Illustrators.
Invitations.
Librarians.
Lithographers.
Lithography.
Newspaper editors.
Newspaper publishing.
Newspapers.
Obituaries.
Pamphlets.
Periodicals.
Posters.
Price lists.
Printers.
Printing equipment and supplies.
Printing--History.
Printing-presses.
Printing.
Programs.
Promotional materials.
Prospectuses.
Publishers.
Receipts.
Stationers.
Trade catalogs.
Type and type-founding.
Type designers.
Type specimens.
Typographers.

3M Company, photographic products division (St. Paul, Minnesota) undated
3M Company, printing products division (St. Paul, Minnesota) 1976, undated
42-Line (Digital publication service, San Francisco) undated
AB (Antiquarian Bookman, Newark, New Jersey) 1973
A. B. Dick Company (Duplicating and printing equipment, Chicago) undated
ABI Books (Jeffrey Akard and Nancy Isakson, Santa Barbara, California) undated
A. Carlisle & Company (Printers, lithographers and stationers, San Francisco) 1910-1976
A. Chaigneau & Company (Label printing, San Francisco) 1880
A. C. Studios (Printers and engravers, aero-view maps, Oakland) undated
A. E. Gudladt Company (Moristown, New Jersey) undated
A. Falk & Company (Stationers, San Francisco) 1870
A. L. Bancroft & Company (Booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) 1870-1886, 1971
A. Roman and Company (Book publishers, San Francisco) 1985, undated
ATF-Davidson Company, Inc. (Whitinsville, Massachusetts) 1977-1978
A. W. Dellquest (Booksellers, Los Angeles) undated
Abajian, James de T. 1977
Abbey Book Shop (Los Angeles) 1949
Abbey Press, The (Oakland) undated
Abracadabra Design and Typography (Dorothy and Bob Sibley, Nancy Kleban and Michael Meyer, San Francisco) undated
Abrams, Mimi (Designer, San Francisco) circa 1980
Academy Library Guild, The (Fresno, California) 1950-1959
Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts (California Palace of the Legion of Honor, San Francisco) 1962
A Clean Well-lighted Place for Books (Bookstore, San Francisco) 1986, undated
Acme Press of Seattle (Frank McCaffrey and Jay Horst) 1925-1930
Acme Staple Company (West Franklin, New Hampshire) 1982
Acme Type Foundry (Chicago) 1930s
Acme Wood Type and Manufacturing Company (New York) undated
A-Corn Press (Marvin and Ellen Calvert, Berkeley)
   General undated
   Moxon-Chappel 1970-1978, undated
Adams, Ansel 1930-1960
Adams' printing press (Seth Adams and Isaac Adams) 1827-1830
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company (Menlo Park, California) 1972-1986
Adler, Elmer (Pynson Printers, New York) 1932-1962
Adobe Systems Inc. (Mountain View, California) 1990s
Advertising blotters undated
Advertising Club of Oakland 1953
African-American librarianship 1970
Agency Lithograph Company (Portland, Oregon) 1965
Agfa-Gevaert Inc. (Teterboro, New Jersey) 1976
Agnew & Deffebach (Book and job printers, San Francisco) 1857-1863
Alameda County Advocate (Newspaper, Hayward, formerly Haywood, California) undated
Alameda Times-Star (Newspaper, Alameda, California) 1986
Alan Dietch (Printing equipment and supplies, Foster City, California) 1981
Alaska -- printing history
Albany Free Press (Michael and Lubov Mazur, California)
   General 1994-2009, undated
   Moxon Chappel 1994-2010, undated
Albert, Scott & Company (Publishers, San Francisco) 1892
Albin, L. (Printer, San Francisco) 1869
Alcuin Society (Vancouver, British Columbia) 1965-1986
Alden typesetting machine (New York) 1866
Aldus Press (S. Vance Cagley, San Francisco) undated
Alex Dulfer Lithographing Company (San Francisco) circa 1951
Alexander Turnbull Library (National Library of New Zealand) 1936
Alfred F. Woodbridge (Job printing, San Francisco) 1880
Allan, Bill (Portland, Oregon) undated
Alldis Associated Engineering (Palo Alto, California) circa 1970
Allen Press, L-D Allen Press (Lewis and Dorothy Allen, Kentfield, California) 1942-1990, undated
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Allen Press, L-D Allen Press (Lewis and Dorothy Allen, France and Italy) 1951-1958
Allen's Press Clipping Bureau (San Francisco) 1975-1976
Allied Paper Company (Oakland) 1978
Allied Printing Trades Council of San Francisco 1929-1959, undated
Allied Wood Type Manufacturing Company (New York) undated
Alpha Photo/Graphic (Oakland) undated
Alphatype Corporation (Skokie, Illinois) 1970s
Alta California (Newspaper, San Francisco) undated
Alta California Publishing Company, Alta Printing House, Alta California Printing House,
Alta California General Printing House, Alta California Job Printing Office (San Francisco) 1851-1888
Altec Packaging Company, Inc. (Santa Clara, California) 1970s, undated
Althof & Bahls (Printers and bookbinders, San Francisco) 1885, 1902
Alturas Plaindealer, The (Publisher) undated
Alvarado, Francisco S. (Paper importer, San Francisco) 1853
Amador Dispatch Newspaper, Book and Job Printing Office (W.M. Penry, Payne & Penry, Jackson) 1865, 1884, undated
*Amador Ledger, The* (Newspaper, Will A. Newcum, Jackson) 1857, 1896
Amalgamated Lithographers of America 1955
*Amateur Nevedan* (Newspaper, Virginia City, Nevada) 1902, 1935
*Amateur Echo, The* (Frank V. Battke, San Francisco) undated
Amateur newspapers undated
Amateur printers undated
American Antiquarian Society (Worcester, Massachusetts) 1947-1987
American Association of Newspaper Representatives 1959
American Bank Note Company (New York) 1964-1973
American Bibliographical Center (Clio Press, Santa Barbara, California) 1960s-1970s
*American Book Collector, The* (Journal, Chicago) 1956
American Book Company (New York) 1947-1967
*American Bookseller, The* (Journal, New York) 1876
American Booksellers Association 1985
American Bronzing Machine Works, Inc. (New York) undated
American-Chinese Journal (Newspaper, San Francisco) undated
American Engraving and Color Plate Company (San Francisco, Oakland and Berkeley) 1919, 1974
American Imprints Inventory 1964
American Institute of Graphic Arts (New York) 1920-1988
American Library Association (Chicago) -- General 1958-1967
American Library Service, The (New York) undated
American Management Associations (New York) 1979
American Numbering Machine Company undated
American Paper Institute (New York) 1972
American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia) 1966-1970
American Photoengravers Association (Chicago) 1950
American Press Association (New York) 1931, undated
American Pressman (Pressmen's Home, Tennessee) undated
*American Printer, The* (Chicago) 1921-1984
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American Printing Equipment & Supply Company, division of American Wood Type Manufacturing Company, Inc. (Long Island City, New York) 1970s, undated
American Printing History Association (New York) 1972-2009
American Printing Ink Company (Chicago) 1925
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (New York) 1928
American Tract Society (San Francisco) 1885-1897
American Typecasting Fellowship (Indianapolis, Indiana) 1980-1986
American Type Founders Company (New Jersey and San Francisco) -- General 1894-1970s
American Type Founders Company (New Jersey and San Francisco) -- Specimens 1893-1980
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American Type Founders Company (New Jersey and California) -- Specimens 1893-1980
American typefounding 1974
American West Publishing Company (Palo Alto) 1965-1980
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American Wood Type Manufacturing Company (Long Island City, New York) 1952, undated
American Wood Type Manufacturing Company-American Printing Equipment & Supply Company (Long Island City, New York) 1970s, undated
Ames, John Judson (Publisher, San Diego) 1982
Amigos de Calle del Cristo 255, Inc. (San Juan, Puerto Rico) circa 1959
Ampersand Club (St. Paul, Minnesota) 1965-1972
Amsterdam Continental Types and Graphic Equipment Inc. (New York) 1950s-1960s
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Amy, O. (Blank books, stationery, magazines and newspaper seller, Marysville) 1856
Anachronic Editions (Publishers, Winter Haven, Florida) 1986
Anchor & Acorn Press (Bruce Washbish, Petaluma, California) 1985-1992
Anchor Chemical Company, Inc. (Hicksville, New York) 1969
Anderson, Alexander (Wood engraver) 1968
Anderson, Barry (Printer) 1969
Anderson, Bruce (Editor, Boonville, California) 1989
Anderson, Clifford P. (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Anderson, Frederick (Editor, Berkeley) 1977
Anderson, Harry (Oakland) 1977
Anderson Printing Company, Inc. (Printing and publishing, Sacramento) undated
And/Or Press (San Francisco) undated
Andrews Printing Company (San Rafael, California) 1986
Angelica Press (Dennis and Marilyn Grastorf, New York) 1975-1978
Angelo, Valenti (Artist, author, illustrator, and printer) 1929-1982
Anglo-Saxon types - Elstob font 1933
Annis Printing Company (Charles H. and Arthur M. Annis, San Francisco) undated
Anthony, Andrew V.S. (Draughtsman and engraver, San Francisco) 1854
Antiouch Ledger (Newspaper, The Antiouch Letter, Antiouch, California) 1970
Antiquarian Bookseller and Importer (Elizabeth Croftan, Carmel, California) 1953
Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America -- General 1965-2013
Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America, Northern California Chapter 1962-1999
Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America, Southern California Chapter 1950-1998
Antiquarian Book Store (A. Bourgoin, San Francisco) 1895
Antiquarian Book Store (P. J. Healy, San Francisco) undated
Anvil Press (Victor Hammer, Lexington, Kentucky) 1950-1959, undated
Apache Graphic Products (Phoenix, Arizona) circa 1970, undated
Apex Die Corporation (San Carlos, California) undated
Appeal to Reason (Publishers, People's Pocket Series, Proverbs of England, Girard, Kansas) undated
Appleton, D. & Company 1885
Appleton Papers Inc. (Wisconsin) 1989
Arabic type (New York) 1967
Arbuckle, Clyde (San Jose historian) 1963-1967, undated
Arcata National Corporation (Menlo Park, California) 1970-1974
Archer, H. Richard (Librarian and printer, Sign of the Hyppogryph, Hyppogryph Press, Los Angeles and Williamstown, Massachusetts) 1942-1972
Archetype Press (Wildor and Ellen Bentley, Berkeley) 1932-1983
Architectural Signing Inc. (Santa Monica, California) 1970s
Archive of Micrographics (Annapolis, Maryland) 1971-1972
Argent Corporation (Cleveland, Ohio) 1980
Argonaut Book Shop (Robert D. Haines Jr., San Francisco) 1947-1979
Argonaut Publishing Company 1884-1897
Arion Press (Andrew Hoyem, printer, San Francisco) 1967-2006
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Arizona Highways Magazine (Arizona Department of Transportation, Phoenix, Arizona) undated
Arizona Republic, The and The Phoenix Gazette (Newspapers, Arizona) 1966
Arizona State University, Charles Trumbull Hayden Library (Tempe, Arizona) undated
Ark Bookshop (Louis Laub, Berkeley) undated
Ark Press (Fairfax, California) undated
Armbuster Engraving Company (Raymond C. Gardner, San Francisco) undated
Armitage, Merle (Type designer) 1957
Armstrong, Robert D. (Nevada printing historian) 1987, undated
Army Field Presses 1956-1964
Arno Press (Publisher, New York) 1976
Art Directors Club of Los Angeles 1961
Artemisia Bindery 1904
Arthur Lites Press (Palo Alto) undated
Artichoke Press (Jonathan Clark, Mountain View, California) 1998-2005, undated
Arts and Crafts Guild of Northern California (Berkeley) undated
Arundel Antiquarian Books (Los Angeles) 1992
Arundo Press (Frederick Folger Thomas, Jr., Berkeley) 1959-1969
Arvey Paper & Supplies (King Paper Company, San Francisco and Redwood City, California) 1971-1984
Asher Paper Company (San Francisco) undated
Associated Printing Industries (Oakland) 1934
Associazione Costruttori Italiani Macchine Grafiche Cartotechniche Cartarie e Affini (Milan, Italy) circa 1984
Asten-Hill Manufacturing Company (Yang-Yin Chinese symbol, Philadelphia) 1940
Atelier Dore Inc. (San Francisco) 1986
Atlantic Paper Company undated
Atlas Business Products (Menlo Park, California) undated
Atwood Print, The (Stockton, California) undated
Auburn Daily Journal (Newspaper, East Auburn, California) undated
Audio Visual Research (Minnesota) undated
Auerhahn Press (Dave Haselwood and Andrew Hoyem, San Francisco) 1962-1967
Auk Press (William M. Cheney, Los Angeles) 1936-1949
Aurelia Commander (Offset presses) undated
Aurora Type (Berkeley) circa 1970
Austin, Mary 1960
Authors Luncheon (Award ceremony, San Francisco) 1990
Auto-Graphics, Inc. (Monterey Park, California) undated
Automation in libraries 1967
Automation in printing 1923-1966
Auxiliary Newspaper Service 1924
B. F. Hastings & Company (Sacramento) 1854
Bacchus Press (Print shop, Berkeley) undated
Bacon & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1870-1888
Badgley, Charles A. and Chester O. (Newspaper publishers, Sacramento) 1954
Badlam's Printing Office (Book and job printing, Sacramento) undated
Baird, Joseph Armstrong, Jr. (Curator, San Francisco) 1962-1967
Baird and Henderson (Book and job printers, San Francisco) 1885
Baker, Sanford Chase (Printer and newspaper publisher, Oakdale, California) 1975
Baldwin-Gegenheimer Division, Baldwin Technology Corporation (Offset printing supplies, Stamford, Connecticut) 1981
Ballena Press (Publishers, Ramona, California) 1972-1974
Banco Corporation Limited (Printers and stationers, San Francisco) undated
Bancroft Company (Booksellers, stationers, and printers, San Francisco) 1883-1915, undated
Bancroft, Eleanor Ashby (Librarian, Berkeley) 1949-1956
Bancroft, Hubert Howe 1948, undated
Bancroft-Whitney Company (Law book publishers, sellers and stationers, San Francisco) 1888-1976
Banner, The (Newspaper, Sonora, California) 1936
Banta West Inc. (Sparks, Nevada) undated
Barkhaus, Frederick W. and D. (Booksellers, San Francisco) 1885-1897
Barnes, George E. (Printer and journalist, Sacramento) 1897
Barnhart Brothers & Spindler (Typefounders, Chicago) 1905, 1920
Barr, Louise Farrow (Curator, Piedmont, California) 1933, 1966
Barrett, C. Waller (Book collector, New York) 1959-1964
Barron, George H. (Curator, San Francisco) 1933
Barth, Henry (Typefounder) undated
Bartlett's Job Office (Columbus Bartlett, San Francisco) 1850-1853
Bartlett, Edward Everett 1924-1926
Bartling & Kimball (Bookbinding, San Francisco) 1880-1885
Barto, H. 1897
Basic Crafts Company (Bookbinding tools, equipment and supplies, New York) circa 1975
Baskerville, John (Printer) 1924-1949
Baskin, Leonard 1968-1973
Basso, Dave (Publisher and author, Reno, Nevada) 1972
Bates and Guild Company (Boston) 1898, undated
Batty, Mark (Publisher, West New York, New Jersey) undated
Bauer Alphabets, Inc. (Bauer Type Foundry, Inc., New York) 1927-1959
Bauersche Giesserei (Typefoundry, Frankfurt Am Main, Germany) 1924-1927, undated
Baxter, Mary and Al 1993
Bay City Paper Company (San Francisco) undated
Bay, J. Christian (Librarian, Chicago) 1947
Bay Press Repair, Inc. (Fremont, California) undated
Bay Psalm Book 1947, undated
Bean Creek Press (Charlie and Frances Hinde, Santa Clara, California)
  General 1976-1986, undated
  Moxon Chappel 1976-1986, undated
Bean, Donald P. (Syracuse, New York) 1959
Beard, James Edgar (Printer, St. Helena, California) 1985
Beaverdam Press 1972
Becker, Robert H. undated
Beckett Paper Company (Hamilton, Ohio) 1979
Beck-Gerlach Printing Company, Inc. (C. Raymond Beran, San Francisco) 1931
Bedford Press (San Francisco) 1987
Beeebe, Lucius 1952
Belanger, Terry 1973-1981
Belknap, George N. (Historian, University of Oregon, Portland) 1973-81
Bell, Alexander D. (Newspaper editor, San Francisco Bulletin) 1974
Bell Industries (Graphic arts supplies, Sunnyvale, California) undated
Bell, Horace undated
Bell & Howell Company (Wooster, Ohio) 1965-1972
Bell, Philip Alexander 1965
Bell Type & Rule Company (Los Angeles) 1963
Bellerophon Books (San Francisco) 1970
Belt, Elmer (Collector of Vinciana, Los Angeles) 1949-1966
Ben Day, Inc. (Lithography and engraving supplies, New York) undated
Bender, Albert M. 1932-1985
Benham Printing Company (San Francisco) 1932
Benjamin Dore & Company (Book and job printers, San Francisco) 1870s-1880
Benjamin P. Keys Company (Bookbinding) 1947
Bennet, Paul A. 1950-1967
Benton, Linn Boyd (Typefounder) undated
Benton, Morris Fuller (Type designer) undated
Beringer, Pierre N. (Pete) (Art editor, San Francisco Morning Call) 1975
Berkeley Barb (Newspaper) 1970-1980
Berkeley Blue Print Company undated
Berkeley -- bookshops 1987
Berkeley Daily Advocate (Newspaper) undated
Berkeley Daily Gazette (Berkeley publishers series) 1973
Berkeley Gazette (Newspaper) 1978-1981
Berkeley Poets' Cooperative 1972
Berkeley -- publishers 1970s-1980s
Berkeley Technical Company (Graphic arts supplies, Woodside, New York) 1977
Berlin Photographic Company (New York) undated
Berliner, Harold (Nevada City, California) 1949-1988
Berry's Type 'n Graphics (Sacramento) undated
Berthold Type Foundry (Berlin, West Germany) 1974, undated
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Bertsch & Cooper (Typographers, Chicago, Illinois) 1927-1949
Beverly Hills Rare Book Dealers (Beverly Hills, California) undated
Bewick, Thomas (Engraver) undated
Bibliographical Society of America (New York) 1945-1987
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Bibliography 1929-1974
Bibliophile Society, The (Boston, Massachusetts) 1909, 1970
Bibliophiles de la Societe des Oceanistes (Paris, France) 1960-1966
Bidwell, John 1979
Bieler Press, The (Los Angeles) 1999, undated
Biggs, Donald C. 1956-1968
Bindery Equipment Sales Company (Santa Clara, California) undated
Binding materials undated
Binny & Ronaldson (Typefounders) 1802
Binny, Archibald (Type designer) undated
Biobooks (Publisher, Oakland) 1949
Birch Hill Press, The (Portland, Oregon) 1979
Bird and Bull Press (Newton, Pennsylvania) 2008
Bird in Hand Press, The (Bruce Bradley, San Francisco) undated
Bishop Museum (Honolulu) 1942-1961
Bithell, James (Bookseller, Sacramento) undated
Bitstream Inc. (Typefounders, Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1988-1989
Black Cat Press, Normandie House (Norman Forgue, Chicago) 1935-1961
Black Mack, the Handpress (Thomas W. MacDonald, Madison, Wisconsin, Los Angeles, Stanford)

General 1941-1981, undated
Moxon Chappel 1966-1968
Black Oak Books (Berkeley) undated
Black Palm Press 2009, undated
Black Stone Press (Peter Rutledge Koch and Shelley Hoyt-Koch, San Francisco) 1982, undated
Blackmar & Company (Sheet music publishers and printers, San Francisco) undated
Blackwood Press undated
Blade Composition Service (Printers, Oakland) undated
Blake, Moffitt and Towne (San Francisco) 1923-1976
Blake Press, The -- Moxon Chappel (Bob and Dinny Maines) 1982
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Blake, Robbins & Company (Stationers, San Francisco) 1870-1882, undated
Blanck, Jacob (Bibliographer) 1955, 1974, undated
Blen-Cal Electronic Industries, Inc. (Rochester, New York) undated
Bliss, Anthony (Librarian, Berkeley) undated
Bliss, Carey S. (Rare books curator, San Marino, California) undated
Blitz Books (Book finding service, Los Altos, California) undated
Bliven, Bruce 1979

Blue Lake Advocate (Newspaper) 1897
Bloodjet (Newsletter of literary arts from classes of Noni Howard) undated
Bodoni, Giambattista (Printer, Parma, Italy) 1911-1965, undated
Bohemian Club, The (San Francisco) 1892-1950, undated
Bohemian Club Library Notes (Newsletter, San Francisco) 1958-1974
Boise Cascade Corporation (Printers and paper dealers, Boise, Idaho) 1967, 1982
Bolerium Books (John Durham, San Francisco) 2013
Bolte & Braden Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1906-1915
Bolton, Herbert Eugene (Historian, Berkeley) 1945, 1976, undated
Bolton and Strong (Printing plate manufacturers, San Francisco) undated
Bombshelter Press (Michael Andrews, Hermosa Beach, California) 1978, undated
Bonanza Inn Book Shop (San Francisco) 1987
Bonestall & Company (Paper dealers, San Francisco) 1885-1965
Book Arts Press, The (Columbia University, New York) undated
Book auctions 1929-1988
Book Club of California (San Francisco) -- General 1913-2011
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Book Club of California (San Francisco) -- Auction catalogues 1957-1984
Book Club of California (San Francisco) -- Prospectuses 1913-2010
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Book collecting 1970

Book-Collector's Quarterly, The (Journal) 1932
Book of Common Prayer, The 1949
Book conservation and repair 1926, 1927
Book Den, The (Clarence Fellows Rowell, Oakland) 1916, undated
Book Den, The (Rare and second-hand books and magazines, Santa Barbara) undated

Book and News Dealer, The (San Francisco) 1896
Book Publishers Association of Southern California (North Hollywood, California) 1970
Book Sail, The (Orange, California) 1974
Book Shop, The (Antiquarian books, Covina, California) 1974
Book wheels undated
Bookbinders (San Francisco Bay Area) 1951-1986, undated
Bookbinders' Guild of California, The (San Francisco) undated
Bookbinding 1976-1988, undated
Bookhaven Press (Pall W. Bohne, Rosemead, California) 1972, 1974, undated
Bookmarks (Newspaper column, Berkeley Gazette) 1982-1983
Bookplates 1919-1923, 1955, 1988, undated
Bookpress Limited, The (Williamsburg, Virginia) 1984
Books, Inc. (Lew Lengfeld, San Francisco) 1986
Bookshop for Boys and Girls, The (Boston) 1920
Bookwatch, The (Diane C. Donovan, editor, San Francisco) undated
Booth, John (Publisher, Reveille, Austin, Nevada) 1884
Borkheim (Printer, West Berkeley, California) undated
Boro Typographers, Inc. (New York) undated
Borton, Francis S. (El Camino Real, Puebla, Mexico) 1903
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Boston Public Library undated
Boston Type Foundry 1876-1887, undated
Botkin, B. A. (Editor) undated
Bourke, G.K. (Sierra Madre, California) undated
Bowne & Company Stationers (South Street Seaport Museum, New York, New York) 1988
Box Board Containers (Chicago) 1982
Brackett Stripping Machine Company (Topeka, Kansas) undated
Bradford Morrow Bookseller Limited (Santa Barbara, California) undated
Bradley, Will (Printer, type designer, typographer, and engraver) 1916-1954, undated
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Braille 1935-1941, undated
Brandtjen & Kluge (Printing equipment manufacturers, St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin, St. Paul, Minnesota) undated
Brannan, Samuel (Printer and publisher, San Francisco) 1859-1890, 1923-1976
Bray & Beran (Printers, San Francisco) 1927-1943, undated
Bremer Presse (Munich, Germany) 1928
Breslauer, Martin (Bookseller, Berlin, Germany and London, England) circa 1929, 1940
Brewster House Book News undated
Brier, Royce (Journalist, San Francisco Chronicle) 1975
Briggs, Patricia (Palo Alto, California) 1972
Brigham Young University Press (Provo, Utah) undated
British Californian, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1910
British Museum 1947-1970
Britton & Rey (Printers and lithographers, San Francisco) 1885-1903, 1958-1974, undated
Brooke Typographic Service (San Francisco) 1966
Brough, Bruce (Printer, San Francisco) 1934
Brown, Caldwell and English, Inc. (Typographers, San Francisco) undated
Brown, J. F. (San Francisco) undated
Brown Newspaper Publishing Company (Richmond, California) 1978-1981
Brown & Power Stationery Company undated
Brown University (Providence, Rhode Island) 1948-1985
Brown, William C. (Printer and blank book manufacturer, San Francisco) 1880, 1888
Browne, John Ross (Writer, Oakland) 1961, undated
Browser Books (Bookstore, San Francisco) 1982, undated
Bruce, D. (Printer, San Francisco) 1866
Brueckner & Clodi (J. Brueckner and Louis Clodi, German news agents, booksellers, and importers, San Francisco) undated
Buckelew, Benjamin (Printer, San Francisco) 1848-1855, 1976
Buffalo Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Buffalo, New York) 1984
Buhler, Curt F. (Book historian) 1961
Bullen, Henry Lewis (Printer, librarian and historian) 1918-1976
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Burch, Laurel (Artist) 1991
Burgess, Gelett (Publisher and writer, San Francisco) 1895-1897, 1948-1954
Burgess, Larry E. (Archivist, A. K. Smiley Public Library, Redlands, California) undated
Burke, Jackson (Printer, The Press of Marie Louise and Jackson Burke, San Francisco, Mergenthaler Linotype Company, Brooklyn, New York) 1941-1952
Burns, Robert Ignatius (Jesuit historian, San Francisco) circa 1966
Burns, Thomas P. (San Francisco historian) 1931
Burrall, Will H. (Pioneer Book Store, Virginia, Nevada) undated
Burroughs Corporation (Computer manufacturers, Detroit, Michigan) 1969, 1972
Buswell, Alexander and William (Bookbinders, A. Buswell & Company, Buswell Company, San Francisco) 1880, 1900
Butler, B. F. (Lithographer, San Francisco) undated
Butler Paper Company undated
Butler, W. C. (Wood engraver, San Francisco) undated
Butte County (California) -- Newspapers 1878-1889, 1974
Byron Times (Newspaper) 1970
C. F. Robbins & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1865
C. O. Lincoln Company (Book and stationery sellers, Eureka, California) undated
C. W. Nevin & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1884-1888
Calafia Society, The (Glendale, California) 1941
Calaveras Chronicle (Newspaper, Mokelumne Hill, California) 1895, 1950 undated
Cal-Central Press (Sacramento) undated
Calendars 1888-1889
CALibrarian (Newsletter of the Alumni Association, University of California, Berkeley, School of Librarianship) 1950-1955
Calico Print (Newspaper, Mojave Desert, California) 1960
Califia Books (Bookshop, San Francisco) 1984-1985
California bibliography undated
California Book Auction Company (San Francisco) 1973-1988
California Bookmen's Association 1952
California Bookplate Society (San Francisco) undated
California Cackler (Trade publication, San Francisco) 1888
California Centennials Commission 1948-1950
California Center for the Book 1987
California Chronicle Newspaper Office (San Francisco) 1850
California College of Arts & Crafts (Oakland) 1980s
California Constitutional Convention (Monterey, California) 1949-1959
California Editors Publishing Company (Glendale, California) undated
California Genealogical Society 1920s
California Historical Society (San Francisco) 1954-1968, undated
California History Foundation (College of the Pacific, Stockton, California) 1950
California Ink Company, Inc. (San Francisco) 1897-1965
California International Antiquarian Book Fair 1976-2001
California job case 1967-1974, undated
California Ledger, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1864
California Library Association (Berkeley) 1957-1981
California Literature Society undated
California -- newspapers undated
California Poets, The (Organization, San Francisco) 1941-1942
California Police Gazette (San Francisco) 1867
California Polytechnic State University, Graphic Communications Department (San Luis Obispo, California) 1969-1987
California Polytechnic State University, Shakespeare Press Museum (San Luis Obispo, California) 1971-1972, undated
California Press Association (San Francisco) 1892-1974
California Society of Printmakers (San Francisco) 1991
California Star (Newspaper, San Francisco) undated
California State Archives (Sacramento) 1964-1973, undated
California State Historical Association 1922-1928
California State Library (Sacramento) 1911-1983
California State Printing Office (Sacramento), undated
California Supreme Court printing standards 1925, 1973, undated
Californiaian (Newspaper, Monterey, San Francisco) 1967, undated
Californiaian, The (Newspaper, Eureka, California) 1867, 1901, 1969
Californiaians, The (Magazine, San Francisco) 1983
Californiaians Inc. (Advertising, San Francisco) 1937
Calisher, M. (Book and stationary seller, Oakland) undated
Calligraphy undated
Cambridge Bibliographical Society undated
Cambridge University Press (New York, New York) undated
Cameron, William Ross undated
Camino Press (Matthew Kelsey, Saratoga)
  General undated
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Camp, Charles 1959-1975
Campbell Printing Press & Manufacturing Company (New York, New York) 1892
Campbell's Book Store (Los Angeles) 1949
Campus Textbook Exchange (Berkeley) 1949
Canada -- printing undated
Canadian bibliography undated
Canfield, Chauncey L. 1948
Capon, Charles R. (Designer and typographer, Boston) undated
Capra Press (Noel Young, Santa Barbara, California) 1987
Capricorn Press (Santa Barbara, California) undated
Capwell's (Bookseller, Oakland) 1948-1949
Caravan Book Store (Los Angeles) undated
Cardinal-Peninsula Lithographers (Cardinal Company, San Francisco, Peninsula
Lithograph Company, Menlo Park, California) 1971
Cardoza-James Binding Company undated
Carey, Matthew 1960
Carey, Melbert B., Jr. (New York, New York) 1939-1940
Carlson, Lage Eric (Designer and bookbinder, New Haven, Connecticut) circa 1983
Carmel Book Shop, The (Carmel, California) undated
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Department of Printing (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
1922-1940
Carpenter, Edwin H., Jr. 1947-1975
Carpenter, Kenneth J. 1956-1987
Carr, Horace (Printer, Cleveland) 1915
Carriers undated
Carriers 1838, 1877
Carroll, John S. (Type News, Florida) 1964
Carruth and Carruth Company (Printers, Oakland) undated
Carson, Samuel & Company 1885
Carter, Harry 1970
Carter, John 1948, undated
Carter, Rice & Company of Oregon (Paper sellers, Portland) 1951-1952
Cartiere Miliani (Paper sample, Italy) undated
Cascade Press (Printing and binding, San Francisco) 1983
Case, Heiser and Company (Booksellers, San Francisco) undated
Caslon type 1923, undated
Castle Press (Grant Dahlstrom, Pasadena, California) 1946-1980
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Catholic Art & Book Company (San Francisco) 1897
Catich, Edward M. (Iowa) circa 1967
Catnach Press ("Jemmy" Catnach) undated
Caughey, John Walton 1943-1969
Caxton Celebration 1877
Caxton Club (Chicago) 1935-1984
Caxton Printers Limited, The (Caldwell, Idaho) 1943, 1959, undated
Caxton Printing Company (San Francisco) 1897
Cayucos Books (Cayucos, California) 1971
Celestial Arts/ Les Femmes (Jean-Louis Brindamour and Ruth Kramer, Millbrae, California) 1975-1977
Censorship 1955-1983
Centaur Press (Publisher, Philadelphia) 1926, undated
Centaur Press (Publisher, San Francisco) circa 1945
Center for Book Arts (New York, New York) 1977-1982
Central California Antiquarian Booksellers 1987
Central California -- newspapers undated
Central Paper Company (Menasha, Wisconsin) 1976-1978
Central Park Press (Aptos, California) undated
Century Company (New York, New York) 1898-1900
Chalfant Press (Bishop, California) undated
Challenge Machinery Company (Finishing equipement, Grand Haven, Michigan) 1974-1980
Chambers, Bert C. (Graphic designer, Concord, Massachusetts) circa 1957
Champion Papers (Hamilton, Ohio) 1963-1976
Champoeg Press (Portland, Oregon) 1955-1979
Chandler, Katherine 1905
Chandler & Price (Cleveland, Ohio) 1938, circa 1975
Chandler Publishing Company (San Francisco) 1965
Chapman static eliminators (Web offset presses, Portland, Maine) undated
Charles A. Klinkner & Company (Red rubber stamps, stencils and seal presses, San Francisco) 1874-1880
Charles Scribner’s Sons (New York) 1893-1946, 1971
Chart-Pak (Dry transfer products, Massachusetts) 1966
Chemical Products Corporation (East Providence, Rhode Island) undated
Cheney, W.M. (Los Angeles) 1954-1967
Cherokee printing 1941,1962, undated
Cherryburn Press (Northumberland, England) undated
Cheshire House, Inc. (New York, New York) 1931-1932
Chevalier, August (Publisher and lithographer, San Francisco) 1915
Chicago International Antiquarian Book Fair 1990
Chicago Manifold Products, Inc. (Offset duplicator rollers, Wheeling, Illinois) 1975, 1979
Chicago -- publishers 1947
Chicken Hearted Publishing Company (George Kane, Santa Cruz, California)  
    General 1980-1984  
    Moxon Chappel 1965-1994, undated  
Children's books 1929, 1986  
Chillicothe Paper Company (Chillicothe, Ohio) undated  
China Books and Periodicals (San Francisco) undated  
Chinese Library of America (San Francisco) 1963  
Chinese newspapers (San Francisco) 1914, undated  
Chinese Pacific Printing Company, The (San Francisco) undated  
Chinese World, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1914, undated  
Chinn, T. W. (Printer) undated  
Chiswick Bookshop (New York, New York) undated  
Chiswick Press (London, England) 1924, 1929, undated  
Chopmen Enterprises (Singapore) 1971  
Christian Science Monitor (Boston, Massachusetts) undated  
Christmas cards 1951  
Christopher Books (Goleta, California) undated  
Christopher's Books (Potrero Hill, San Francisco) undated  
Chromolithography undated  
Chronicle Books (San Francisco) 1970-1981  
Chuka, Andy, Sr. and Chuka, Andy, Jr. (Printers, Phoenix, Arizona) 1973  
Citrus Belt Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Southern California) 1937  
City Art Printing Company (Oakland) undated  
City College of San Francisco, Department of Printing Technology undated  
City Lights (Booksellers and publishers, San Francisco) 1988  
Claremont Colleges (Claremont, California) 1945-1973  
Clary Corporation (San Gabriel, California) undated  
Cleanup Hand Cleaner Company (Portland, Oregon) undated  
Cleland, Thomas Maitland (Printer) 1917-1945, undated  
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Cliff's Notes undated  
Cloister Press, The (William B. Partmann, San Francisco) 1936-1947  
Clough, Charles W. (Publishers, Fresno, California) undated  
Club of Odd Volumes (Boston, Massachusetts) 1888, 1949-1954, undated  
Coast Publishing Inc. (Fort Pierce, Florida) 1980  
Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Bookbinder and printer) 1916  
Cober, Benjamin A. (Owner, Ukiah Daily Journal newspaper, Ukiah, California) 1977  
Codex Foundation, The (Berkeley) 2007  
Cold Type Composition 1971  
Cole, Timothy (Wood engraver) 1919, undated  
Coleman, Carroll D. (Printer, The Prairie Press, Muscatine, Iowa) 1939, undated  
Coleman Cox Publishing Company (San Francisco) 1926  
College Book Company of California, Inc.(Los Angeles) undated  
Collins & M'Leester (Philadelphia) 1878  
Colophon Club 1980-1985  
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Colophon, The 1932-1948, undated  
Color Art Press (Oakland) 1954-1956, undated  
Colorado Typographic Society (University of Colorado, Boulder) undated  
Colquhoun, J. A. and J. M. (Job printing, Oakland) undated  
Colt Press, The (Jane Grabhorn, San Francisco) 1937-1973  
Columbia Gazette (Newspaper, Columbia, California) 1966  
Columbia Star (Newspaper, Columbia, California) 1851, 1957  
Columbia Times (Newspaper, Columbia, California) 1861
Columbia University Library (New York, New York) 1968-1985
Columbiad Club (New Haven, Connecticut) 1936-1940
Columbian Press (George Clymer’s Iron Printing Press) 1949-1975, undated
Commercial News Publishing Company (San Francisco) undated
Commercial Record, The (San Francisco) 1870
Commercial Steam Presses (San Francisco) 1859
Committee of Small Magazine Editors and Publishers undated
Composing room undated
Composing Room, The (New York, New York) circa 1966
Composing Room Management (Dorr Kimball) undated
Composing sticks 1915
Composition 66 (Tradeshow, San Francisco) 1966
Compugraphic Corporation (Wilmington, Massachusetts) 1968-1979
Compuscan Inc. (Teterboro, New Jersey) undated
Computerized typesetting 1965-1989
Comstock Editions (Western publishing division of Ballantine Books) 1971
Conahan Press (San Francisco) 1965
Conference of California Historical Societies 1963, 1969
Conger, Ben (Printer, San Francisco) circa 1875
Connecticut -- print trade 1891, undated
Conner, James (Typefounder, New York) 1836-1875
Conner, William Crawford (Typefounder, New York) 1866-1881
Consolidated International Corporation (Graphic arts equipment, Chicago) 1964-1968
Consolidated Papers Inc. (Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin) 1979
Continental Typefounders Association, Inc. (New York, New York) undated
Contra Costa county -- printing undated
Contra Costa Gazette (Newspaper, Martinez, California) undated
Contre Coup Press 1984
Control Data Corporation (Computer-controlled typesetting, Minneapolis, Minnesota) undated
Cooke & LeCount (Publishers, booksellers and lithographers, San Francisco) undated
The Cook’s Bookcase (Books on cookery and wine, Santa Cruz) undated
Coolbrith, Ina 1966
Cooper & Company (Fine art stationers, San Francisco) undated
Cooper, James K. (Bookseller, San Francisco) 1885
Cooper’s Old Book Shop (Richmond, Virginia) 1949
Copiers and copyrights 1963-1967
Copley Books (Publishers, San Diego) undated
Copper Pheasant Press, The (Beaverton, Oregon) undated
Cordis, Thomas E. (Printer, San Francisco) 1931-1960
Cornell University Press (Ithaca, New York) undated
Cortelyou, Peter Crolius (Typefounder) undated
Cortes Society, The (The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley) 1949
Cottrell Company (Colorpress builders, Westerly, Rhode Island) 1955
Coulter, Edith M. (Librarian and professor, Berkeley) 1938-1963
Courier-Item, The (Publishers, Santa Cruz, California) undated
Courier Press (Placentia, California) undated
Cousins, Norman (Editor, Saturday Review) 1974
Covici-Friede (Publishers, New York, New York) 1928-1930
Covina Argus (Newspaper, Covina, California) undated
Cowan, Robert Ernest (Bookseller and bibliographer) 1929-1970
Cowles Communications, Inc. (Publisher, Look magazine) 1970-1971
Cox, Alfred J. (Bookbinder, Chicago) 1917
Coyle, Ray 1913
Craemer, Jeff (Printer, Greenbrae Press, Mt. Tam Press) 1984
Craemer, Justus F. (Independent Journal) 1966
Crafts Club, The (New York) undated
Craftsman Press (San Mateo, California) undated
Craftsmen Machinery Company (Boston) circa 1970
Craig & Mosher Company (Solar printers, San Francisco) circa 1915
Cranach Press (Weimar, Germany) undated
Cranbrook Press, The (Detroit, Michigan) 1902
Crane & Company (Papermakers, Dalton, Massachusetts) 1928-1930, undated
Crane & Curtis (Abbie T. Crane and Leila Curtis, wood engravers, San Francisco) 1870s
Cravens Publishing Company (San Francisco) undated
Creek House (Publisher, Ojai, California) undated
Creuzevault, Henri (Bookbinder) undated
Crocker-Union (Lithogravure, San Francisco) 1938
Crocker-Wheeler Company (Ampere, New Jersey) 1907
Cross, Ralph Herbert (Author, Early Inns of California) undated
Crow Publishing (Victoria, British Columbia) 1969-1971
Crow & Cook (Book and job printing, San Francisco) 1880
Crown Zellerbach Corporation -- Annual Reports (San Francisco and Los Angeles) 1946-1972
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Crummer, LeRoy (Author and bibliophile, Los Angeles) 1930-1935
Cubrey & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1869-1892
Cubrey, William M. (Printer, San Francisco) 1893-1900
Cuddy & Hughes (Printers, San Francisco) 1875
Cumming Press, The (Mount Pleasant, Michigan) undated
Cummings, Royal (Printer, White River Junction, Vermont) 1887-1889
Cummington Press, The (Harry Duncan and Wightman Williams, Cummington, Massachusetts, West Brand, Iowa) 1948-1970
Cummins, Ella Sterling (Author) 1960
Cunee Press, The (Fine binding, Chicago) 1964-1966
Cunningham, Curtiss & Welch (Successors to John C. Hodge & Company, stationers, San Francisco) 1878-1897
Curio Book Shop (Los Angeles) undated
Current Company, The (Illuminated manuscript facsimiles, Bristol, Rhode Island) circa 1976
Currier Press (Everett R. Currier and Fred W. Goudy, New York, New York) 1923, 1953, undated
Curry, George Law (Printer, Oregon Territory) 1956
Curtis Laboratories, Inc. (Optical and color photographic equipment, Los Angeles) 1956
Curtis Paper Company undated
Press (Jim Gard, San Jose)
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Custom Covers (Manufacturer of menu covers, Ignacio, California) c. 1980
Custom Graphic Equipment Company (Indianapolis, Indiana) 1983
Customark Corporations (Watermarks, Appleton, Wisconsin) undated
Cutlass Limited 1950
D. C. Heath and Company (Boston) undated
D. Hicks & Company (Bookbinders, San Francisco) undated
D. S. Stanley & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1886-1896
DaBoll, Raymond (Calligrapher) 1955
Daily American Flag, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1864
Daily California Courier (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1851
Daily California Demokrat (Newspaper, Woodland, California) undated
Daily "Figaro" (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1896
Daily Gazette (Newspaper, Berkeley) 1975
Daily Morning Sentinel (Newspaper, Santa Cruz, California) undated
Daily News, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1921, undated
Daily Pacific Star, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1851
Daily Report, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1887-1897
Daily Sun, The (Newspaper and job printing, San Francisco) 1854-1856
Daily Town Talk, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1855
Daily and Weekly National Democrat (Book, job and newspaper printing office, Marysville, California) 1861
Dailey, Victoria and William (Antiquarian books and fine print dealers) 1979, undated
Dakin Publishing Company (San Francisco) 1975
Dakin, Susanna (Civic worker, San Francisco) 1959-1967, undated
Dallas, Nick S. (Editor and publisher Greek-New California newspaper) 1975
Dalton, Michael (Typefounder, Boston) undated
Daly & Curran (Booksellers, San Francisco) 1897
Daly-Seeger Company (San Francisco) 1921
Damon Type Foundry (New York) undated
Dana, John Cotton (Librarian) 1929
Dana, Richard Henry (Author of Two Years Before the Mast) undated
Dane, George Ezra (Author, San Francisco) 1937, undated
Daniel Smith, Inc. (Art supplies, Inksmith Artists' News, Seattle) 1986
Darvill, Fred T. (Law book dealer, San Francisco) undated
Data Composition, Inc. (Printers and binders, Richmond, California) 1983
DataTimes (Oklahoma City, Oklahoma) 1987
Davis and Futernick Company (Bookbinders) 1983
Davis, William Heath (San Francisco) 1847, 1849
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Daye, Stephen (Printer, Boston) 1939
Day-Glo Color Corporation (Cleveland, Ohio) undated
Dealer Communicator (Margate, Florida) 1982
Dean, Mallette (Artist, engraver, and printer, The Grabhorn Press, San Francisco, and Mallette Dean, Fairfax, California) 1946-1975
Dearing, Octavius A. (Printer and typefounder, San Francisco and Portland) 1862-1908, 1967
Debernry & Peignot (Typefounders, Paris) 1911, undated
Decker Press, The (Publishers of poetry and belles-lettres, Prairie City, Illinois) 1949
Deed of printers apprenticeship (James and Joseph Phillis, Edward Wesley Askey) 1890
Delta Lithograph Company (Van Nuys, California) 1979, undated
Delwood's Printing, Inc. (San Jose) undated
Democratic State Journal (Book and job printing, Sacramento) 1855
Dempster Brothers (Printers, San Francisco) 1881, 1985
Denrich Press (Chula Vista, California) 1916
Dentzel, Carl S. (Director, Southwest Museum, Los Angeles) 1957, 1970, undated
Depler's Book Shop (San Francisco) undated
De Pue & Company (San Francisco) undated
Derbec, Etienne (Editor, L' Echo du Pacifique, San Francisco) 1850, 1880, undated
Derby, George H. (Humorist) 1961, 1970
Desert News (Newspaper, Utah) 1967
Destroyit (Paper shredder manufacturer) undated
detroit -- printing 1931, undated
Detroit Typefoundry undated
Dettmers Printing House, Inc. (San Francisco) 1919, 1987, undated
Deutscher Verein Fur Buchwesen und Schrifttum (Leipzig, Germany) 1926-1930
DeVinne Press, The (Theodore Brockbank DeVinne, New York) 1919, 1930, undated
Dewey & Company (Publishers of the Mining and Scientific Press, and patent agents, San Francisco) 1865-1897
Dewey Engraving Company (San Francisco) 1880s
De Witt Book Store (Oakland) undated
DeWitt & Harrison (Shipping and commission merchants, San Francisco) 1851, undated
DeWitt & Snelling (Publishers, Oakland) undated
Dharma Publishing (Emeryville, California) 1978
Diablo Press (San Francisco and Berkeley) circa 1968, undated
Dickenson Publishing Company, Inc. (Belmont, California) circa 1970
Dickinson Type Foundry, Phelps, Dalton & Company (Samuel Dickinson, Sewell Phelps, and Michael Dalton, Boston) 1842-1880, undated
Dickinson Typesetting Company (Oakland) circa 1964, undated
Dickman-Jones Company (Lithographers, San Francisco) undated
Diehl, Edith (Bookbinder) 1946
Dietz, August (Typefounder, printer) undated
Digiset (Typesetting machine) 1966-1967, undated
Dimension West Books (Ernest L. Scott, San Francisco) 1971
Direct Image Corporation (Graphic arts products, Monterey Park, California) 1966
Dis-stressed Press
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Doan and Candy (Commercial job printing house, Santa Barbara, California) 1888
Dobbie, Thomas E. (San Anselmo, California) 1953
Document conservation and repair 1957, undated
Dodge Book and Stationary Company (Dodge Stationary Company, successors to C. Beach, book, stationary, and engraving, San Francisco) 1890-1898
Dodge Brothers (Stationers, engravers, and printers, San Francisco) 1881-1889
Dogwood Press (Frank McCaffrey, Seattle) 1931-1968, undated
Dollahite Manufacturing Company (Printing equipment dealers, Fort Worth, Texas) 1974
Dolphin Book Shop (New York) undated
Don Stewart Company (Printing supplies, San Francisco) 1941, undated
Dondero, Carlo Andrea (Printer, San Francisco) 1975, undated
Donovan, John (General agent, "Commerce and Industries," for Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia) circa 1880
Doro Corporation (Printing equipment manufacturers, Appleton, Wisconsin) 1960
Dorothy Sloan-Rare Books (Austin, Texas) 2003
Doubleday, Page and Company (Publishers, Garden City, New York) undated
Douglas, Lester (Typographer) 1931
Douglas Lynch Associates (Graphic design, Portland, Oregon) undated
Doxey, William (Publisher, The Lark and bookseller, Doxey's, San Francisco, New York) 1897-1898, undated
Doyle, Reuben L. (Printer and publisher of the Pioneer and Democrat, Seattle) 1879-1880, 1979
Dreis, Hazel (Bookbinder, San Francisco and Pacific Grove, California) 1964
Dressler, Albert (Editor and publisher) circa 1926
Drucker, Johanna (Book artist) 1975
Duchow, John Charles (Publisher, The Tuolumne Independent, Sonora, California) 1947-1959
Duerer, Albrecht (Engraver and painter) 1961
Duncan, Raymond (Editor, Evangelos, Paris) 1968, undated
Duncan, Robert (The Artist's View, San Francisco) 1953
Dunf, Andrew (Typefounder, Jackson, Michigan)
Dunn, Harvey Hopkins (Designer and typographer, New York and Philadelphia) 1917-1924
Dunn, William (Printing press manufacturer, San Francisco) 1850, undated
Dunscomb, Guy L. (Railroad historian, Modesto, California) circa 1963
Durein & Fluhr Company (Bookbinders and gold stampers, San Francisco) 1947
Dustbooks (Publisher, Paradise, California) 1977
Dutton's Book and Print Shop (North Hollywood, California) 1979
Dwiggins, William Addison (Designer and typographer, Massachusetts) 1912-1980
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Dwight D. Eisenhower Library (Abilene, Kansas) undated
E. C. Brown Wholesale Paper House (Oakland) 1890, 1900
ECRM, Inc. (Bedford, Massachusetts) undated
E.D. Taylor Company (Book and job printer, San Francisco) 1896
E. G. Lindner Company (Printing equipment, Los Angeles) undated
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company (Inc.) (Printing and photographic equipment manufacturers, Wilmington, Delaware) undated
E. J. Shattuck Company (Ink manufacturers, San Francisco) 1915, undated
Eames, Wilberforce (Bibliographer and librarian, New York Public Library) 1929
Earle, Homer Price (Author) 1936
East Bay Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Oakland) 1929-1987
Eastbay Today (Newspaper) 1979, 1982
Eastern Brass and Wood Type Company (New York) undated
Eastern Corporation (Bangor, Maine) 1923-1948
Eastman, Frank (Franklin Printing House, job printing and publishing, San Francisco) 1862-1894, 1971
Eastman Kodak Company 1974-1986
Eastman & Loomis (Designers and engravers, San Francisco) 1860
Eastwind Books (San Francisco) 1984
Ebsco Subscription Services (Tenafly, New Jersey) undated
Echo, The (Society paper, Santa Maria, California) undated
Eckman, James (Rochester, Minnesota) 1852-1906, 1952-1981
Eco Della Patria Polygnot Book & Job Printing Office (Frederico Biesta, San Francisco) 1867
Eden Hill Press (Joseph Low, Newtown, Connecticut) undated
Editing Systems (Cedar Falls, Iowa) 1973-1974
Edward Denny & Company (Stationers, printers, and blank book manufacturers, San Francisco) 1875-1888
Edward Eberstadt & Sons (New York, New York) 1941-1975, undated
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Edward Kemble Elementary School (Sacramento) 1973-1974, undated
Edwards Linotype Printing Company (San Francisco) undated
Egret Press (Shirley Barker, Berkeley) undated
Eidenberg, Irving (San Francisco) undated
Eidograph undated
Eintoss, Ronald H. (Newspaper publisher, Reno, Nevada) 1975, 1977
El Clamor Publico (Spanish language newspaper, Los Angeles) undated
El Nuevo Mundo (Spanish language newspaper, San Francisco) 1867
El Pico Lanzit Printing Company (Los Angeles) 1950
Elder, Paul (Bookseller and publisher, San Francisco) 1897-1977
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Elder & Shepard (D. Paul Elder and Morgan Shepard, booksellers, San Francisco) 1900
Electro Sprayer System, Inc. (Rosemont, Illinois) 1978
Electrographic Corporation (New York, New York) undated
Electronet Information Systems (Springfield, Virginia) 1982
Electrostatic printing 1958-1971
Electrotyping 1953, 1962
Ellery, Epese (Bookseller, San Francisco) 1831-1863
Ellis, Richard 1929-1941
Elmwood Press (Mark Knudsen, Berkeley)
  General 1979-2010, undated
  Moxon Chappel 1977-2010, undated
Elwood and Hagerup (Stationery and art goods, San Mateo, California) undated
Emigre (Digital type foundry, Berkeley) undated
Empire State Type Founding Company (New York) undated
Empire Type Foundry (Delevan, New York) 1952, 1962
Employing Printers' Association of San Francisco 1950-1952
Enco Azoplate (Murray Hill, New Jersey) 1977-1978, undated
Engdahl Typography (Lee and Mayona Engdahl, Santa Rosa, California) 1988
Engelhardt, Fr. Zephyrin, O.F.M. ("Father of Mission History") 1934, 1964
England and Scotland -- printing 1931, 1933, undated
Englund, Anne E. 1972-1988
Ennis Business Forms 1979-1980, undated
Enschede, J. 1926-1978
Ephemera Society of America (Wilbraham, Massachusetts) 1981
Ernest A. Linder Collection of Antique Printing Machinery (Los Angeles) 1973-1984
Ernest Lubbe's Bookshop (San Francisco) undated
Ernest Schaefer, Inc. (Service type dealer, Union, New Jersey) 1975-1978
Estienne, Robert (Typographer) 1924
Esto Publishing Company (Pasadena, California) 1935
Ethnic press newspapers 1980
Eureka Typographical Union of San Francisco undated
Eureka Valley Commercial Club (San Francisco) 1914, 1952
Euro Type (San Francisco) undated
European Typefounders Inc. (New York, New York) undated
Evangel, The (Baptist newspaper, San Francisco) undated
Evans, Henry (Printmaker, Peregrine Press, Porpoise Bookshop, San Francisco) 1948-1974
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Evans, Herbert M. 1951-1975
Evans, J. J. (Printer, San Francisco) 1886-1891
Evening Freelance (Newspaper, Hollister, California) undated
Evening News, The (Newspaper, San Jose, California) 1873
Evening Picayune, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1851
Evening Post, The (George Heazelton, editor, San Francisco)
Everett Pulp & Paper Company (Everett, Washington) undated
Everson, William Oliver (Author, poet) 1948-1981
Everton Publishers, Inc. (Logan, Utah) undated
Ewer, Ferdinand 1950, 1973
Expertel Typesetting Telecommunications (New York) undated
Express Printing Company (California Express newspaper and job office, Daily California Express newspaper, book and job printing establishment, Marysville, California) 1853-1862
F. McCrelish & Company (Printing material, San Francisco) 1880
F. P. Rosback Company (Bindery equipment, Benton Harbor, Michigan) undated
Facsimile Fototype Supply Company (Los Angeles) undated
Fahey, Herbert & Peter (Bookbinders, San Francisco) 1931-1970
Fairchild Graphic Equipment (Long Island, New York) 1958
Falk, Charles H. (Typographer, San Francisco) 1929, 1958, undated
Fargo, Bruce W. (Stationers, printing and engraving, San Francisco) undated
Farley, George W. (Typographer, Eureka, California) 1969
Farmer, Little and Company undated
Farnham, Eliza W. 1966
Farquhar, Francis P. (Writer, Berkeley) 1927-1974
Farquhar, Peter 1963
Farquhar, Samuel T. 1927-1950
Farrar and Rinehart 1939
Farrar, Robert 1950, undated
Farrell, William S. (Bookseller, Berkeley) 1964
Fastfold Jet Speed Folder undated
Faunt Le Roy, Joseph undated
Fay L. Francisco Company, The (Printing and composition service, San Francisco) 1972, 1974
Feather River Bulletin (Newspaper, Quincy, California) 1986
Feathered Serpent Press (Susan Acker, Don Greame and Marion R. Kelley, San Rafael, California) 1956-1990
Federal Graphics (Andover, Massachusetts) 1978
Feltloc Inc. (East Greenwich, Rhode Island) undated
Febrache, Lewis 1950-1966
Fetsch Associates (Portland, Oregon) 1978
Fetzer-Stockton Graphics (San Francisco) undated
Fibreboard Corporation (San Francisco) 1965-1967
Field-Ernst Envelope Company (San Francisco) undated
Fields, George (Bookseller and publisher, San Francisco) 1935-1980, undated
General 1981-1989, undated
Moxon Chappel 1984, undated
Filkins & Company (Book, stationary and music store, Marysville, California) 1855
Filmer Brothers Press, Co-operative Bindery (San Francisco) 1921-1975
Filmers (Graphic arts equipment) undated
Filmotype Corporation (Skokie, Illinois) undated
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco (American Renaissance exhibit) undated
Fine Arts Press of the Santa Ana High School and Junior College (Santa Ana, California) 1933-1948
Fine paper antitrust litigation (Pennsylvania) 1981
Fine Print (Magazine, San Francisco) 1975-1987
Five Trees Press (San Francisco) undated
Fleming, John (Printer, Princeton, New Jersey) undated
Fleuron, The (journal of typography, London) 1923
Flex Manufacturing Company (Book cover manufacturers, Ohio) undated
Flint Ink Corporation undated
Flores Press (San Francisco) 1972, undated
Folger Library (Washington, D.C.) 1960-1983
Folsom Weekly Telegraph (Newspaper) 1884
Fonderie Peignot (Paris, France) 1920
Fontes Printing Company (Oakland) 1953
Ford, Paul Leicester 1929
Formsman Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio) 1977
Fortnight (Newsmagazine, Los Angeles) 1949-1958
Foster Manufacturing Company (Philadelphia) 1964-1984
Fotorite Inc. (Chicago) 1963
Fototype, Inc. (Chicago) 1964-1968, undated
Fournier, Pierre Simon 1924, 1965
Fowler Brothers (Bookellers, stationers, engravers and printers, Los Angeles) undated
Fox Press (Oakland) undated
Fox River Paper Company (Appleton, Wisconsin) undated
France -- printing undated
Franciscan Press (San Francisco) undated
Frank & Company (Stationers, San Francisco) undated
Frank Wiggins Trade School, Printing Department (Los Angeles) undated
Frankenstein, Alfred 1961
Franklin, Benjamin (Printer, publisher) 1923-1976
Franklin Engraving and Electrotyping Company (Chicago) 1894
Franklin Manufacturing Corporation (Norwood, Massachusetts) undated
Franklin Printing Office (San Francisco) 1850-1905
Franklin Printing Trades Association (San Francisco) 1913-1924
Frazier, J. L. (Typographer, editor The Inland Printer) undated
Fred F. Esler Limited (Typographers, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) 1952
Frederick A. Stokes Company (Publishers, New York) undated
Frederick Keppel and Company (New York) undated
Frederick W. & D. Barkhaus (Bookellers, San Francisco) 1885-1897
Free Library of Philadelphia, The undated
Free Press Print (Ottawa, Canada) 1874
Freedom of the press 1966, undated
Freeman, Cooper and Company (San Francisco) undated
Fremont Type (Fremont, California) 1970s
Fresno Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Fresno, California) 1927-1928
Freund & Joel, Company (Blank books and stationery, San Francisco) 1868
Friends of Calligraphy 1986
Friends of the Palo Alto Public Library (Palo Alto, California) 1959, undated
Frontier Heritage Press (San Diego) 1970-1971
Frontier Press (San Francisco) 1977
Fruit World Publishing Company, The (C. P. Woolworth, San Francisco) 1903
Full Circle Press (Judith Berliner) undated
Full Moon (Women's bookstore, San Francisco) undated
G & B Rubber Stamp Company, Inc. (Concord, California) 1978
G. & C. Merriam Company (Dictionary publishers, Springfield, Massachusetts) 1940
G. H. Baker (Lithography, San Francisco) 1880
G. K. Hall & Company (Boston) 1965-1975, undated
G. O. Graphics (Burlington, Massachusetts) 1988
G. P. Technologies, Incorporated undated
Gabriel-Meyerfeld Company (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Gabriel Printing Company (San Francisco) 1903
Gage, Harry L. 1940, 1969
Gale Research Company (Detroit) undated
Gallagher Company (Screen printing) undated
Gallimaufry Press (Bethesda, Maryland) 1970
Galloup, Mrs. Jerome B. (Bookbinding, San Francisco)
Galloway Litho Company (San Francisco) 1880-1900
Gane Brothers and Lane, Inc. (Bookbinding and graphic arts equipment, South San Francisco) undated
Gans Ink & Supply Company (Los Angeles) 1981-1984, undated
Garcia Printing Company (Portland, Oregon) undated
Gardiner, Eliza D. (Wood block artist) 1922
Gardiner, Thomas undated
Garnett, Porter 1931-1951
Gaslight-Daze Printery (Lake Oswego, Oregon) undated
Gateway Printing Company (Seattle) undated
Gearhart, Frances, May and Edna (Artists, Pasadena) 1982
Geiger, Maynard J., O. F. M. (Clerical historian, biographer of Junipero Serra) 1949-1972
Gelber, Lilienthal, Inc. (San Francisco) 1930-1940
Genealogical Society of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City) 1973
General Binding Corporation (O & M Machinery Division, Northbrook, Illinois) undated
General Graphic Company (Los Angeles) undated
General Printing Company (San Francisco) 1927
General Printing Company (San Francisco) undated
General Printing Ink Corporation undated
Genns, W. T. (Bookseller, Santa Barbara, California) 1960, undated
Gensoul, Adrien (Importer of French, Spanish and Italian books, San Francisco) undated
Genzsch & Hayse, A.G. (Typefounders, Hamburg and Munich, Germany) undated
George Bruce's Son & Company (George Bruce, David Bruce, Sr., David Bruce, Jr., typefounders, New York) 1853-1973
George H. Bell (Bookseller and stationers, San Francisco) 1863-1865
George J. Brooks, Paper Warehouse (San Francisco) 1853
George Lithograph (San Francisco) 1966, undated
George M. Wood & Company (Designers, engravers, and printers, San Francisco) undated
George Reproduction Company (San Francisco) undated
George Spaulding & Company (Job printing and publishing, San Francisco) 1880
George Waters Color Productions (San Francisco) 1962, undated
George W. Cooke & Company (Paper warehouse, Los Angeles) undated
Georgia Press (Westport, Connecticut) 1928-1929
Germany -- printing 1949, 1963
Gerry, Vance (Weather Bird Press, Los Angeles) 1981
Gerstung, Wilhelm 1929
Gestetner Corporation (San Francisco) 1975
Gibbons, Eleanor P. (Wood engraver) undated
Giesey, Paul O. (Typographer, Portland, Oregon) 1955-1960, undated
Gilbert Richards Publications (Woodside, California) undated
Gill, Eric (Engraver) 1929-1981
Gilliss Press, The (Walter Gilliss, New York) 1920, undated
Gilmartin Company (San Francisco) undated
Gilroy Advocate (Book and job printing, Gilroy, California) undated
Gingerbread Greeting Card Company (African-American greeting cards, Oakland) 1977
Gladen Press, The (Leonard and Alnora Spencer, San Rafael, California) undated
Glaister, Don (Book artist) undated
Gleaner, The (Weekly newspaper, San Francisco) 1860-1864
Gleeson, Edgar T. (Newspaperman, San Francisco) 1973
Glenwood Publishers (Felton, California) 1972
Glide Publications (San Francisco) 1974
Globe-Wernicke Company (Bookplates and bookcases, Cincinnati) undated
Gluyas & Dutton (Stationers, San Francisco) 1870s
Godine, David R. (Publisher, Boston) 1974-1981, undated
Goethe Institute, German Cultural Center and Library (San Francisco) 1979
Goines, David Lance (Printer, Berkeley) 1977-1983
Gold Hill News (Newspaper, Gold Hill, Nevada) 1974
Gold pens undated
Golden Colts Press -- Moxon Chappel (Lewis Osborne, Palo Alto, California) 1964-1965
Golden Era, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1862, 1867
Golden Gate International Exposition, Committee on Fine Printing 1939
Golden State Embossing Company, Inc. (San Francisco) 1979, 1985
Golden West Printing Company (Oakland) 1949
Golding & Company (Presses, tool, and ink supplier, Boston) 1890, undated
Goldman, B. (San Francisco) undated
Goldsmith, William E. (Engraver) 1854
Gollan Typography, Inc. (San Francisco) undated
Good Book Press, The (Peter and Donna Thomas, Santa Cruz, California) 1998, undated
Goode Brothers (Letter press printers, Sacramento) undated
Goodhue, Bertram G. (Printer) 1924, undated
Goodspeed, Charles Eliot (Bookseller) 1937-1966
Gordon, C. W. (Printer, San Francisco) 1877
Gordon, George Phineas (Printer) 1922, undated
Goudy, Bertha (Printer) 1935, undated
Goudy, Frederic W. (Type designer) 1903-1948, 1981
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Gould, Charles L. (Publisher, San Francisco Chronicle) 1969-1975
Grabhorn, Edwin (Printer, Grabhorn Press, San Francisco) 1917-1969, undated
Grabhorn-Hoyem (Printers, San Francisco) 1966-1973
Grabhorn, Mary (Illustrator, San Francisco) 1950s
Grabhorn Press (Indianapolis, Indiana) 1917-1920
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Grabhorn, Robert (Printer, San Francisco) 1965-1975
Graph Expo 82 West (San Francisco) 1982
Graphic Arts Association of Northern California, Inc. 1956, undated
Graphic Arts Club and School of Fine Book-binding (Charles Saunders, San Francisco) undated
Graphic Arts Education 1940-1962
Graphic Arts Engraving Company, Inc. (San Francisco) undated
Graphic Arts Industry on the San Francisco Peninsula undated
Graphic Arts Library of Los Angeles undated
Graphic Arts of Marin, Inc. (Sausalito, California) undated
Graphic Arts Monthly (Chicago) 1983-1984
Graphic Arts Museum of Maryland undated
Graphic Arts Product News (Los Angeles) 1965
Graphic Arts Register (Graphic arts directory for Northern California, Santa Rosa, California) 1982
Graphic Arts Register (Wilmington, Delaware) ca. 1976
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 1965-1984
Graphic Communications Weekly (South Lake Tahoe, Los Angeles) 1970-1975
Graphic Communications World (Tallahassee, Florida) 1982-1989
Graphic Products Company (Cambridge, Massachusetts) undated
Graphics 80 (San Francisco) 1980
Grassby, Percy (Designer) 1915-1916
Grasshopper Press (Judith Sherry Evans, San Francisco) 1958
Grastorf, Dennis J. (Printer and designer, New York) 1974
Gravesend Press (Printers and publishers, Lexington, Kentucky) 1957-1960
Gray’s Book Company (Berkeley) undated
Great Books Council of San Francisco 1954
Great Sacramento Rare Book and Ephemera Show and Sale, The 1987
Green Apple, The (Bookstore, San Francisco) undated
Green Gables (Press, Santa Cruz, California) 1979
Green, Ralph 1948-1951
Green Tiger Press, The (La Jolla, California) undated
Greenbrae Press (Jeff Craemer, San Rafael, California) undated
Greene, Charles S. (Magazine publishing in California) 1898
Greenleaf & Taylor Manufacturing Company (Paper, Springfield, Massachusetts) 1853-1868
Greenville Bulletin (Newspaper and job printing, Greenville, California) 1884
Greenwood, Georgiana (Calligrapher, Berkeley) 1984
Grey Spider Press (C. Christopher Stern, Washington) undated
Griffin Brothers (Typesetter, San Francisco) 1940-1951
Griffin Brothers Western, Inc. (Offset presses, San Francisco) 1977-1978
Griffiths and Malloye (Bookbinders and blank book manufacturers, San Francisco) 1885
Grimmett Linotype Company (San Francisco) undated
Grolier Club (New York, New York) 1910-1986
Grove Press (San Francisco) 1970, undated
Groveton Papers Company (Paper sample, New Hampshire) undated
Guigler Lithographic Company (Milwaukee) undated
Guide to Copy and Instant Printing Shops (Berkeley) 1974
Guide Publishing Company, The (San Francisco) 1888
Gunst, Morgan A. (Bibliophile, San Francisco) 1962
Gutenberg Festival (Long Beach, Anaheim, California) 1977-1988
Gutenberg, John (Printer, The Gutenberg Bible) 1928-1987
H. B. Rouse & Company (Printers’ tools, Chicago) undated
H. C. Hansen (Typefounder, Boston) 1919, undated
HCM Corporation (Printing equipment, Great Neck, New York) undated
H. H. Bancroft & Company (Booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) 1859-1972
H. H. McNeil Company (Stationers, printers, and binders, Phoenix, Arizona) 1909
H. Keller & Company (Bookseller, San Francisco) 1880
H. K. Starkweather Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1910s
H. S. Crocker & Company (Job printers, Sacramento) 1865-1921
H. S. Crocker & Company (Stationers, printers and lithographers, San Francisco) 1882-1986
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Haas Typefoundry (Basle, Switzerland) undated
Hader Connection Limited (Oregon) undated
Hagar & Company (Typefounders, William Hagar, New York, San Francisco) 1868-1870s
Hagar, Everett G. and Anna Marie (San Pedro, California) 1974-1975
Hagemeyer, Dora (Poet, Carmel, California) undated
Hall, Carroll D. 1947, undated
Hall, Elede (Menlo Park, California) 1975-1980
Halle-Cordis Composing Room (San Francisco) 1953-1965, undated
Halliwell, Norbert (Bookseller) undated
Hallwegen Brothers (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Halm Industries (Long Island, New York)
Halpin Lithograph Company (San Francisco) 1915
Hamada Printing Press Manufacturing Company (Osaka, Japan) 1967-1968, undated
Hamilton Manufacturing Company (Two Rivers, Wisconsin) 1951-1962, undated
Hamilton Print (San Francisco)
Hamermill Paper Company (Erie, Pennsylvania) undated
Hammon, Wendell P. (Saratoga, California) 1963-1965
Hammond, George P. 1964, undated
Hanak and Hargans (German, French and Spanish booksellers, San Francisco) undated
Hand Bookbinders of California, The (San Francisco) 1976-2009
Handcrafted books 1984
Handwriting undated
Hanna, Phil Townsend (Historian, Public Relations Director, Automobile Club of Southern California) 1948-1957
Hans Sixt GmbH (Sixt RHI-Impositioner, Germany) 1988
Harco Industries, Inc. (Laminating equipment and supplies, Phoenix, Arizona) undated
Harding, George L. 1934-1977
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Harding Press (Oakland) 1977
Hardy, Grahame (Author and publisher, Carson City, Nevada) 1968, undated
Hardy, W. B. (Bookseller and stationer, Oakland) undated
Hargens, George (Book collector, Ye Old Book Shop) undated
Harlan, Robert D. 1981-1985
Harlan-Young Press (San Jose, California) 1965-1968, undated
Harlow, Neal (Author and librarian) 1947-1976
Harpel, Oscar H. (Typographic designer and printer, Cincinnati, Ohio) 1870-1874
Harrington's Illustrated Chart of Single-handed Alphabet (William Harrington, New York) undated
Harris, Carrol F. 1924-1976, undated
Harris, Doris (Autograph dealer, Los Angeles) 1972
Harris, Seybold, Potter Company (Cleveland, Ohio) undated
Harris, Thomas S. (Newspaperman, printer) undated
Harry Marvin French Engraving Studio (San Francisco) undated
Harry S. Truman Library (Independence, Missouri) undated
Harry T. Watson Printing Company (Los Angeles) undated
Harry Volk Art Studio (Publishers of clip books, Pleasantville, New Jersey) 1965-1966
Harry W. Brintnell Company (Printing equipment dealers, San Francisco) 1953, undated
Hart, James D. 1965-1987
Hart, Jerome Alfred (Editor, The Argonaut, San Francisco) undated
Hart, Leo (Printer, Rochester, New York) 1947-1978, undated
Harte, Bret (Overland Monthly Bret Harte Memorial Number) 1902
Hartle, W.C. (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Harvard College Library, Department of Printing and Graphic Arts (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1940-1961
Harvard University, Baker Library, Graduate School of Business Administration (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1916-1975
Harvard University, Kress Library of Business and Economics (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1972-1978
Harvard University Library (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1903-1973
Harvard University Press (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1910-1971
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Harris-Seybold Company (Lithographic presses and paper cutters, Cleveland, Ohio) 1941-1946
Haskell Berry (Typographer, printer, and lithographer, Sacramento) 1963
Hastings House Publishers (New York) undated
Hastings, Lansford W. 1951
Hastings School of Graphic Communications (Oakland) 1979
Haswell & Company (Job printing, San Francisco) undated
Havilah Press (Emeryville, California)
   General 2001-2008, undated
   Moxon Chappel 2006-2009
Hawaii -- printing 1953-1976, undated
Hawaii -- publishing 1964-1974
Hawaiian Historical Society (Honolulu) 1956-1962
Hawks, Nelson C. 1877-1985
Hawthorn House (Edmund B. Thompson, Windham, Connecticut) 1935-1942, undated
Haywood, Matilda S. and William F. (Fair Lawn, New Jersey) 1978
Hazeltine Typesetting (Oakland) undated
Heawood, E. (Librarian, Royal Geographical Society, *The Use of Watermarks in Dating Old Maps and Documents*) 1924
Hebbard, Wallace (Publisher, Santa Barbara, California) 1973, undated
Hebrew, The (Philo Jacoby, publisher, San Francisco) 1866
Hebrew Observer, The (William Saalburg, publisher, San Francisco) 1867
Hebrew Union College Jewish Institute of Religion (Cincinnati, Ohio) 1961
Hechtman, Eugene (Berkeley) undated
Heidelberg (Printing, West Germany) 1962-1968, undated
Helen Gentry Press (San Francisco, New York, New York) 1930-1974
Hendrickson, James (New York, New York) undated
Henry Payot & Company (Importers, publishers, booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) 1870s-1885
Henry R. Boss & Company (Publisher, Chicago) 1880, undated
Herbert Kraft Free Library (Red Bluff, California) 1988
Heritage Book Shop and Bindery (Los Angeles) 1985
Herity Press (Elizabeth and Ben Lieberman, Menlo Park, California)
   General 1963
   Moxon Chappel 1957-1982
Hermes Publications (Los Altos, California) 1978
Heron, Flodden W. 1945, undated
Heron House (Booksellers and publishers, Concord) undated
Hertzog, Carl (El Paso, Texas) 1955, undated
Herzog + Heymann (Bielefeld, Germany) undated
Hess, Frederick (Publisher, San Francisco) 1867
Hess, Sol (Type designer, Philadelphia) 1951, undated
Heyday Books (Publishers, Berkeley) 2011
Heyeck Press (Woodside, California) 1980-1985
Hicks-Judd Company, The (Printers, bookbinders, and blankbook manufacturers, San Francisco) 1886-1909, undated
Hilary House Publishers, Inc. (Hewlett Harbor, New York) 1984
Hilkert, Richard (Bookseller, San Francisco) 1989, 1996, undated
Hillcrest Press (Beverly Hills, California) 1984
Hiller Industries (Book manufacturing and bookbinding, Salt Lake City, Utah) undated
Hillside Press (Eric Holub, San Francisco) 2004-2010
Hilltop Hobbies Press (George Pfeiffer III)
   General 1981-1988, undated
   Moxon Chappel 1961-1988, undated
Hinckle and Sons Printing Office (Marianne Hinckle, San Francisco) 1988
Hinton Printing Company (Job printing and publishing, San Francisco) undated
Hirschfield Press (Denver, Colorado) 1952
Historical Society of Southern California (Los Angeles) 1961-1975
History Company, The (San Francisco) 1887, undated
Hitchman, Robert (Seattle) 1959-1975
Hittell, Theodore Henry 1918, undated
Hodge Manufacturing Company, Inc. (Springfield, Massachusetts) 1971-1974
Hoffschneider, George B. (Electrotyper and stereotyper, Oakland) 1941
Hofmann, Joseph A. (Publisher, San Francisco) undated
Hokubei Mainichi (Japanese-American newspaper, San Francisco) undated
Holbrook, Stewart H. undated
Holcomb, Julie D. (Printer, San Francisco) 1986, undated
Holden, George Parker (Script type) 1924
Holiday House Press (Helen Gentry, Vernon Ives, and Theodore Johnson, New York, New York) 1937, undated
Hollinger Corporation, The (Virginia) 1974
Holman, Barbara and William (San Francisco) undated
Holweg Corporation (West New York, New Jersey) 1967, undated
Homer H. Boelter (Lithographers, Hollywood) 1949, 1970
Honolulu Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Honolulu) 1937-1940
Honolulu Sandwich Island Gazette (Newspaper, Hawaii) undated
Hooper Printing & Lithograph Company (San Francisco) 1954-1974
Hoover, Theodore (Typesetter, Oakland) 1976
Horace C. Brown and Company (Printers and engravers, San Francisco) 1932, undated
Horgan, Stephen Henry (Inventor of halftone process) 1940
Horn & Wallace (Calvin Horn, Albuquerque, New Mexico) 1966-1968, undated
Hornung, Clarence P. 1947, undated
Horowitz, Glenn (Bookseller, New York, New York) undated
Hot Line Inc. (Fort Dodge, Iowa) 1982
Houghton-Mifflin Company (Boston) 1923-1984
Houle Rare Books and Autographs (Los Angeles) 1986
House organs 1938
Howard Paper Mills, Inc. (Dayton, Ohio) 1984
Howard, Peter B. (Serendipity Books, Berkeley) 1968-1989
Howard Quinn Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1967
Howell, Douglas (Papermaker, Westbury, New York)
Howell-North Books (Publishers, Berkeley) 1962-1979
Howell, Warren (Bookseller, San Francisco) 1961-1984
Howling Coyote Press (Altadena, California) 1979
Hrusoff, R. E. (Bookseller, Oakland) undated
Hudson Printing Company (Oakland) 1983
Huffman Manufacturing Company (Los Angeles) 1970
Huggins, Dorothy undated
Hughes, Edward C. (Printer) 1887
Hughes, John F. (Printer and publisher) undated
Hull, P.P. (Editor) undated
Humboldt County -- printing
Humboldt Times, The (Newspaper, Eureka) 1880
Hungerford Press (Reseda, California) 1960
Hunley, Maxwell O. (Bookseller, Los Angeles) 1933
Hunt Botanical Library (Pittsburgh) 1963-1966
Hunt, Haywood H. (Printer) 1958
Hunter, Dard (Papermaker) 1925-1936, undated
Huntington Library (San Marino, California) 1921-1986
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Huntington, Tuley Francis (Author and printer) 1938
Huntington Westerners, The (San Marino, California) 1988
Hurst Graphics (Los Angeles) undated
Huss, Richard E. (Graphic Crafts, Lancaster, Pennsylvania) undated
Husted, F. M. (Directory publisher, San Francisco) 1893
Hutchings California Magazine 1857
Hycon (Editorial Layout System, Monrovia, California) undated
I, Gutenberg...Books (Bookstore, San Francisco) undated
Illuminated manuscripts undated
Illustration 1969
Il Sole (Italian newspaper, Flavio Flavius, Stockton, California) undated
Ilya Scheinker, Inc. (Graphic arts engineers and jogging equipment, New York, New York) undated
Imlac Corporation (Needham, Massachusetts) 1979, undated
International Graphic Arts Society undated
Independent Journal (Newspaper, San Rafael, California) 1960-1969, undated
Independent Pressroom (San Francisco) 1929-1930, undated
Indiana -- printing 1846, 1954-1975
Indiana University, Lilly Library (Bloomington, Indiana) 1960-1963, undated
Indiana University Press (Bloomington, Indiana) 1964-1969
Information International (Los Angeles) 1973, undated
Ing, Janet (Librarian, Mills College, Oakland) 1985
Ink Slingers' Fair (Berkeley) 1975
Inland Press (Newpaper, Sacramento) 1883-1945
Inland Printer Company (Publisher, Chicago) 1923-1980
Inland Type Foundry (St. Louis, Missouri) 1911
In-Plant Printing Management Association (Chicago) 1974-1980
Instantype, Inc. (North Hollywood, California) 1970
Institute of Early American History and Culture (Williamsburg, Virginia) 1957-1981
Institute for Graphic Communication, The (Boston) 1973-1979
Institute for the Study of Human Issues (Publisher, Philadelphia) 1977
Inter-City Express, The (Daily legal and commercial newspaper, Oakland) undated
InterConsult, Inc.(Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1983
Interlake, Inc. (Equipment sales, Chicago) 1978-1979
International Association of Printing House Craftsmen, Inc. 1928-1979
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International Center for the Typographic Arts (New York, New York) circa 1961
International Documentation Centre (Sweden) undated
International League of Antiquarian Booksellers 1967
International Museum of Graphic Communication undated
International Typeface Corporation (New York, New York) 1971-1986
International Typographic Composition Association (Washington, D. C.) 1971, 1975
International Typographical Union (Colorado Springs, Colorado) 1909-1980
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Intertype Corporation (Brooklyn, New York) 1922-1967
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Isle City Typesetting (Sue Taylor) undated
Israel, N. (Antiquarian bookseller and publisher, Amsterdam, Holland) 1967-1968, undated
Isthmus Poetry Foundation (San Francisco) 1974
Italic handwriting 1965
Italimuse, Inc. (Greenwich, Connecticut) 1964-1974
Italy -- printing 1934
J. A. Stewart & Co. (School books and supplies, Stockton) undated
J. Dewing Company, The (Publishers, booksellers, school furnishers, and piano manufacturers, San Francisco) 1885-1897, undated
J. Faust and Company, Publishers (Columbia, South Carolina) undated
J. Frank and Company (San Francisco) 1885
J. F. Rosenbaum Book and Stationery (Stockton, California) undated
J. G. Schelte & Giesecke (Leipzig, Germany) 1887-1900, undated
J. H. Leo & Company (Book and job printers, San Francisco) 1890
J. Kane & Co. (Book and job printing, San Francisco) 1880
J. M. Crane & Company (Cranes & Company, Book and job printers, San Francisco) 1871, undated
J. P. Brown & Sons (Typesetters, San Francisco) undated
J. R. Brodie & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1880-1887
J. Schiller, Inc. (Word processing and offset printing, Linden, New Jersey) circa 1972
J. W. Clement Company (Menlo Park, California) 1969
J. W. Zanders Papermills undated
Jack London Bookstore and Souvenir Shop (Glen Ellen, California) undated
Jackson, Hartley Everett
Jackson, Ian (Berkeley) 1997-1998
Jackson, Joseph Henry undated
Jackson, Philip L. (Publisher, Oregon Journal) 1932-1953
Jackson, William W. (Type designer) undated
Jacobs, S. A. (Book designer, New York) 1930
James Conner's Sons (James Conner & Sons, Conner Type Foundery, Conner & Cooke, New York) 1887-1889
James D. Phelan Award (San Francisco) 1983
James E. Damon & Company (Stationers, San Francisco) 1860s
James H. Barry Company (Printers and lithographers, San Francisco) 1879-1986
James Ladd Delkin (Publishers, Stanford University, California) 1946, undated
Jameson and Berger (Printers, San Jose) undated
Japan Paper Company (New York) 1908-1931, undated
Jaquish, O.W. Jr. (Designer of books, catalogs and advertising, New York, New York) 1920-1924
Jeffries Banknote Company (Los Angeles) undated
Jeffries, E. G. undated
Jenkins, John H. (Bookmaker, Texas) undated
Jesse C. Colman Memorial Library (San Francisco) 1968
Jewish Times and Observer, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1890
Johansen, Dorothy O. (Oregon) undated
John Bell type design 1907, 1929-1930
John E. Barnes Company (Type suppliers, Stockton, California) undated
John G. Hodge & Company (Stationers, printers and bookbinders, San Francisco) 1870, undated
John H. Carmany & Company (Publisher, San Francisco) 1873-1874
John Howell Bookstore (San Francisco) 1912-1985
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John Ryan Company (Typefounders, Baltimore) undated
John T. Bevans Company (Typographers, San Francisco) undated
John W. Roberts and Company (Bookseller, publishers, and stationers, San Francisco) undated
Johnck, John J. (Typographer, printer, Johnck & Seeger, Toyon Press, Johnck, Beran & Kibbee, San Francisco) 1932-1962, undated
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Johnck & Joseph Company (San Francisco) undated
Johnson, Fridolf (Calligrapher, Hibbard Baird, San Francisco) undated
Johnson, Henry Lewis (Director, The Graphic Arts Service Bureau, Boston) undated
Johnson, Lawrence (Typefounder, Philadelphia)
Johnson Mat and Stereotype Company (San Francisco) 1948
Johnson, Paul C. (Editor, Sunset Books, Limited, California Historical Quarterly, Palo Alto, California) 1976
Johnson Publishing Company (Boulder, Colorado) undated
Johnson Reprint Corporation (New York, New York) 1979-1983
Johnston, Paul (The Book Collector's Packet) 1928-1934

Joint Lithographic Advisory Council 1945
Jones, Herschel V. (Publisher, newspaper editor, and bibliophile)
Jordan Printing Company (Oakland) 1900

Josephy, Robert S. (Book designer)
Journal of Commerce, The (San Francisco) 1850
Journal of Commercial Art (Palo Alto, California) undated
Journal of Typographic Research (also Visible Language, Cleveland) 1968-1976
Judah L. Magnes Museum (The Jewish Illustrated Book exhibit, Berkeley) 1986
Jung, Theo (Type designer) undated
Junior League of San Francisco, The 1968
KC Publications (Las Vegas) 1975
Kahn, Edgar M. (San Francisco) 1952-1970
Kalama Bulletin (Newspaper, Washington) 1933
Kalle (Offset printing press makers, Germany) undated
Kast and Ehinger Feuerbach-Stuttgart (London) undated
Kat Ran Press (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 2005, 2007
Kauffman, William (Los Altos, California) undated
Kell, Guy L. (San Francisco) 1936
Kelleher, William F. (Bookseller, Cliffside Park, New Jersey) undated
Kelly, Charles 1936-1938
Kelsey Company, The (Typefounders and wholesale printers' supplies, Meriden, Connecticut) 1975-1986, undated
Kelsey Street Press (Berkeley) undated
Kemble Club (San Francisco) 1934-1935, undated
Kemble Collection 1970, 1971 undated
Kemble, Edward Cleveland (Editor and printer, California Star and Alta California, San Francisco) 1849-1976, undated
Kendall Company, The (Graphic arts supplies, Boston) undated
Kennick Company (Los Angeles) 1971
Kennedy, Alfred Brooks (Printer and typographer, Oakland) 1919-1928, undated
Kennedy, Alfred L. (Printer, San Francisco) 1957-1961, undated
Kennedy, Lawton (Printer, San Francisco) 1934-1982, undated
Kennedy, Lawton and Alfred (Printers, San Francisco) 1961-1978, undated
Kennedy-ten Bosch Company (Printers and binders, San Francisco) 1921-1942, undated
Kennerley, Mitchell (Publisher and art dealer) 1910, 1950
Kenro Corporation (Cedar Knolls, New Jersey) 1983, undated
Kent, Rockwell 1933-1937
Keser, Alfred (Printer, San Francisco) 1888
Keshet (Jerusalem, Israel) 1983
Key Publishing Company (Albany, California) undated
Keystone Type Foundry undated
Kerr, David (Job printing and publishing, San Francisco) 1880, 1885
Kerr, Harry (Printer, Cape Cod, Massachusetts) 1974
Kibbee, Roy 1919-1928
Kimball, Charles P. (Publisher and president Noisy Carrier's Book and Stationery Company) 1868, 1939, undated
Kimball, F. E. A. (Printer and stationer, Arizona) undated
Kimberly-Clark Corporation (Wisconsin) 1953-1971
Kimes, William F. (John Muir consultant and bibliographer, Mariposa, California) undated
King Paper Company (San Francisco) 1961
Kingsport Press (Tennessee) 1930-1973
Kinmont, Ben (Bookseller, Sebastopol) undated
Kisch Book Shop (Santa Barbara) undated
Kittredge, William (Typographer, printer The Lakeside Press) 1928, undated
Klingspor Typefounders (Morristown, New Jersey) 1927, undated
Klinkhardt, Julius (Leipzig, Germany) undated
Klockert Printery (Medford, Oregon) 1956
Klor, Charles W. (San Francisco) 1926
Knarston, John A. (Job and book printer, San Francisco) 1880
Knopf, Alfred A. (Publisher, New York) 1982, undated
Knowland, Joseph R. 1966, undated
Knuth, Donald (Computer typesetting system programmer) 1980
Koch, Peter Rutledge (Printer, Peter and the Wolf Editions, Oakland) 1986-2003
Koch, Theodore W. (Translator) 1929, 1931, undated
Kofman, Abraham (Publisher, Alameda Times-Star) 1986
Kohneke Printing Company (San Francisco) 1998, undated
Kokoro Studio (San Francisco) undated
Kooser, Benjamin P. (Newspaper editor) undated
Kovach, N. A. (Los Angeles) 1946
Kredel, Fritz (Woodcutter) 1973, undated
Krieg, R. (Owner, Blitz Book Store, Sunnyvale, California) undated
Kroft Printing Company (San Francisco) undated
Kuchel and Dresel (Publishers and lithographers, San Francisco) undated
Kuner, A. (Designer and engraver, San Francisco) undated
Kusz, Charles L. (Newspaper editor, The Gringo and Greaser, New Mexico) 1883, undated
Kwik-Kopy Corporation (Printers, Texas) 1982, 1984
LBI Trade Bindery (Garden Grove, California) circa 1979
LKW Press (L. Kenneth Wilson, Palo Alto, California)
- General 1963-1973, undated
- Moxon Chappel 1964-1980, undated
L.W. Meyers Company (Chicago) undated
Labe, Reina Lee (Publisher, Family Newspaper)
Laboratory Press, The (Pittsburgh) 1928-1931
Labyrinth Editions (Richard Bigus, Cedar Falls, Iowa) 1978-1984
La Capitale (English-Italian newspaper, Sacramento) 1912
La Cronica (Spanish language newspaper, Los Angeles) undated
Lafontaine, A. J. (Printer, San Francisco) 1868
La Loma Press (Robert Miller, Berkeley)  
General 1973-1989, undated  
Moxon Chappel 1973-1989, undated  
Landau's Instantaneous Duplicator Company (Los Angeles) undated  
Lane Magazine and Book Company (Sunset Magazine, Sunset Books, Menlo Park, California) 1956-1981, undated  
Laney, Howard and Clarence (Newspapermen) 1972  
Langley, Henry G. (San Francisco) 1877  
Lanston Monotype Machine Company (Philadelphia) 1919-1956, undated  
La Siesta Press (Jose Siesta, Glendale, California) 1966-1967, undated  
Lasky, Bessie M. 1959  
Lassco Products, Inc. (Rochester, New York) 1973-1978, undated  
Lauck, C. Harold and Ida Baskerville (Printers and binders) 1970  
Laureate Press, The (Albany, New York) undated  
Laurel Hill Press (Galt, California) 1980  
La Voce Del Popolo (Italian newspaper, San Francisco) 1878  
Layne, J. Gregg (Librarian) 1952  
Leaf Books (W. Thomas Taylor, Austin, Texas) 1961  
League of American Pen Women (San Francisco) circa 1925  
Leary, A. J. (Publisher, printer, and account book manufacturer, San Francisco) 1880s  
Lebison Printing Company (San Francisco) 1915  
Le Californien (French newspaper, Anna Lanson, publisher, San Francisco) 1972  
Le Cercle Parisien du Libre Illustre (Illustrated book club, Paris) undated  
Le Count and Strong (Stationers, San Francisco) 1856-1897  
Lee Paper Company (Paper samples, Vicksburg, Michigan) undated  
Le Grand Atlas (Joan Blaeu) undated  
Lehmann-Haupt, Hellmut 1948-1953, undated  
Lehmann Printing and Lithograph Company (San Francisco) undated  
Le National (French newspaper, San Francisco) 1867  
Lesher, Dean S. (Publisher, Contra Costa Times) 1977  
L’ Esperance, Silverson and Beran (Typographers, San Francisco) 1945-1949, undated  
Leswing Press (Publishers, Black Experience, San Rafael, California) undated  
Letraset (Typographers, New Jersey) 1971-1988  
Letterform Archive (San Francisco) 2013  
Lettering Inc. undated  
Letterpress Swap Meet and Show (Livermore, California) undated  
LeVine, Bill (Postal Instant Press) 1973  
Levinson’s Book Store (Sacramento) circa 1950  
Lewis, Allen (Dry points, etchings, and wood cuts) 1930, undated  
Lewis, Charles S. (A Pioneer Press, Overland Monthly) 1898  
Lewis, Oscar (Author, San Francisco) 1925-1983  
Lewis, Warren F. (Los Angeles) 1949, undated  
Libby and Swett (Booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) undated  
Liberty Tree Press (William Maccoun, Vallejo, California) 1978-1981, undated  
Library supplies and equipment 1926-1974  
Libros San Cristobal La Antigua (Menlo Park, California) 2009  
Limestone Press (San Francisco) 1984, undated  
Limited Editions Club Inc. (New York) 1929-1985, undated  
Limited Editions Club of San Francisco 1931-1967, undated  
Linden, James (Publisher, San Francisco) 1985-1986, undated  
Lindenmeyer Paper Corporation (New York) 1979-1981, undated  
Lindsay, James (Typefounder, New York) undated  
Linotype News, The 1925, 1939  
Linweave Division, Brown Company (Holyoke, Massachusetts) undated
Lipsey, J. J. (Colorado Springs, Colorado) undated
L’Italia (Italian newspaper, San Francisco) 1906, 1965
Litchfield, R. Lloyd 1985
Literary Anniversary Club (San Francisco) undated
Literary Publishers of Southern California 1976-1977
Lites, Arthur (Palo Alto, California) 1945, 1952, undated
Lithco Inc. (Los Angeles) undated
Litho Chemical and Supply Company, Inc. (Lynbrook, New York) undated
Lithographers, artists and printers undated
Lithographers National Association Inc. 1953
Litho-Plate Company (Los Angeles) 1956
Litho-Print Press, Inc. (San Francisco) 1980
Lith-o-roll Corporation (El Monte, California) 1976-1979, undated
Lithotype Process Company (Lithographers, San Francisco) 1958
Little Ben Franklin Club (Printing division, Sacramento High School) undated
Little, Brown and Company (Publishers, Boston) undated
Livingston, Paul (Printer, Portland, Oregon) 1978
Lloyd, Lester (Printer, Lafayette, California) 1953-1990
Lofland Book Shop (Los Angeles) undated
Logan, James (The Library Company of Philadelphia) 1973
LogEtronics Inc. (Manufacturer photomechanical equipment, Springfield, Virginia) 1979
Logos Books (San Francisco) undated
Long Day Press
   General 2008
   Moxon-Chappel 2008-2009
Long, Perry R. (Printer, President, International Association of Printing House Craftsmen, Los Angeles) 1957-1959
Loomis, Pascal (Engraver, San Francisco) 1972
Loomis, W. E. (Importer and dealer of stationery, newspapers and periodicals, San Francisco) 1867, 1875
Loring, Augustus P., Jr. and Rosamond Bowditch (Massachusetts) 1942-1952
Loring Club (San Francisco) 1883-1895
Los Altos Art Club undated
Los Angeles Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Los Angeles) 1927-1956
Los Angeles Daily News (Newspaper) 1974
Los Angeles Free Press 1977
Los Angeles Library Association 1974, undated
Los Angeles Litho Club undated
Los Angeles Public Library, Central Library undated, 1981
Los Angeles Times (Newspaper) 1912-1989
Los Angeles Typefounders, Inc. 1964, undated
Los Angeles Typographical Union Number 174 1956
Los Gatos Mail (Job printing) 1908
Los Gatos News (Newspaper, book and job printing, Los Gatos, California) undated
Lost Cause Press (Nancy, Charles and Burrell Farnsley, Louisville, Kentucky) 1968-1980
Lothian, George Baxter (Typefounder, New York) undated
Louis Roesch Company (Printers and lithographers, San Francisco) 1880-1987
Loutrel, B. (Importer and jobber of blank books and stationery, San Francisco) undated
Lower Californian, The (Newspaper) 1870
Lucas Brothers (Publishers, stationers, and typefounders, Baltimore) undated
Lucido and Vicino (Typesetters, San Francisco) 1976
Luddy, David S. (Printer, Burlingame, California) undated
Ludlow Typograph Company (Chicago) 1939-1986
Ludwig and Mayer Type Foundry (Frankfurt, West Germany) undated
Lumino Press (Reno, Nevada) undated
Lummis, Charles F. (Author and librarian, Los Angeles) 1960, undated
Luther Typefoundry (Frankfurt, Germany) 1924
Lyman, George D. 1934
Lyman, Nathan (Typefounder, New York) undated
M. D. Carr and Co’s (Matthew D. Carr, printing, San Francisco) undated
MK Press (Tucson, Arizona) undated
M & M Typesetting Service (San Francisco) circa 1965
M. P. Goodkin Company (Photomechanical products, Irvington, New Jersey) undated
M-R Printers (Las Vegas) undated
MacCollister, R. S. 1905-1979
MacDonald, Byron (Calligrapher, San Francisco) 1962-1973
Machine Composition Association (New York) 1922
MacKay Press (Angus F. MacKay, New York) undated
Mackay Printing Service (San Francisco) 1941
MacKeller, Smiths & Jordan Company (Typefounders and electrotype, Philadelphia) 1875, undated
Mackenzie and Harris Inc. (formerly Monotype Composition Company, typographers, San Francisco) 1940-2001, undated
MacKintosh, Graham (Printer) 1982
Macmillan Company (Publishers) 1950
Maddux Engraving Company (Portland, Oregon) 1965
Maddux, James (San Francisco) 1936
Magee, David (Writer and antiquarian book dealer, San Francisco) 1929-1979
Magnetic characters 1958
Magoffin Company, Inc., The (Advertising typography, Hollywood) undated
Mail, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) undated
Majors, Russell O. (Majors and Mattoch Printers and Lithographers, San Francisco) 1972
Malcolm MacNeil and Company Books (San Francisco) undated
Maliki Museum Press (Banning, California) undated
Manhattan Type Foundry, The (New York) undated
Manufacturing Photo-engravers Association of California (San Francisco) undated
Manuscript Society, The 1965
Manzanita Press (Sacramento) 1970
Marder, Luse and Company (Typefounders, Chicago) undated
Marder, Luse and Company's Pacific Type Foundry (San Francisco) 1878, 1882, undated
Mariposa Press (Benicia, California) 1984
Marin County Journal (Newspaper, San Rafael, California) 1862
Marin County -- printing 1972-1988, undated
Marin Independent Journal (Newspaper, Novato, California) 1960-1986
Mark Twain 1934, 1965
Marquardt and Company, Inc. (Fine paper, New York) undated
Marshfield Sun, The (Newspaper, Coos Bay, Oregon) 1977, 1979
Marthens, John F. (Pittsburgh) 1902
Martin, Irving (Founder, Stockton Record, Stockton, California) 1966
Martin Yale Business Machines (Chicago) 1976-1984
Marvin & Hitchcock (Pioneer Bookstore, San Francisco) undated
Marysville Daily and Weekly Appeal (Marysville, California) 1978, 1881, undated
Marysville Herald (Newspaper, Marysville, California) undated
Mason, Jack (Historian and journalist, West Marin, California) undated
Massachusetts -- print trade 1887-1889, undated
Massimo Ruggiero and Ward O. Smith (San Francisco) undated
Masthead (Marblehead, Massachusetts) 1977
Matrix International, Inc. (New York) undated
Matrix Press (Kathy Walkup, Palo Alto, California) 1980, undated
May-Murdock Publications (Ross, California) 1986, undated
McCallister, Bruce (Printer, Los Angeles) 1928-1947, undated
McCarty, L. P. (Publisher, San Francisco) undated
McClymonds High School Printing Department (Oakland) 1933
McCune, Donovan J. Dr. (Printer and author, Vallejo, California) 1967-1979
McDevitt, William (San Francisco) 1987, undated
McElroy, John (Newspaper editor) 1976, undated
McGloin, Father John Bernard (Author, San Francisco) 1966
McGowan, Edward (Author, San Francisco) undated
McClymonds High School Printing Department (Oakland) 1933
McCune, Donovan J. Dr. (Printer and author, Vallejo, California) 1967-1979
McDevitt, William (San Francisco) 1987, undated
McElroy, John (Newspaper editor) 1976, undated
McGloin, Father John Bernard (Author, San Francisco) 1966
McGowan, Edward (Author, San Francisco) undated
McIntyre, John (Bookbinder and blank book manufacturer, San Francisco) 1885, undated
Mckee Walter V. (New York) 1928
McLean A. A. (Job printing and publishing, San Francisco) undated
McLeod, A. J. (Newspaper, stationer, and bookseller, Livermore, California) undated
McMurtrie, Douglas C. (Typographer, Evanston, Illinois) 1927-1975
McNeil Brothers (Printers, lithographers and bookbinders, San Jose) 1888, 1890
McPherson, John C. (Traveling correspondent) 1974
Meadow Press (Leigh McLellan, San Francisco) 1982-1988, undated
Mechanics' Institute (San Francisco) undated
McKee Walter V. (New York) 1928
McLean A. A. (Job printing and publishing, San Francisco) undated
McLeod, A. J. (Newspaper, stationer, and bookseller, Livermore, California) undated
McPherson, John C. (Traveling correspondent) 1974
Meadow Press (Leigh McLellan, San Francisco) 1982-1988, undated
Mechanics' Institute (San Francisco) undated
Meet the Authors (Galileo Adult School, San Francisco) undated
Merrill, George A. (The Story of Lake Dolores and Mission San Francisco de Asis) 1942
Merrill Reed Lithographers (San Francisco) undated
Mergenthaler Linotype Company (Brooklyn, New York) 1899-1988, undated
Meriden Gravure Company (Meriden, Connecticut) 1933-1960, undated
Meridian Press (Alvin Badenhop, Petaluma, Hauula, Oahu)
General 1983-2004, undated
Moxon Chappel 1982-2000, undated
Mernier, Garfield (Printer, San Francisco) 1934-1957, undated
Merrill, George A. (The Story of Lake Dolores and Mission San Francisco de Asis) 1942
Merrill Reed Lithographers (San Francisco) undated
Metcalf-Little, Inc. (Typographers and illustrators, San Francisco) undated
Methodist Book Concern (Book and stationery seller, San Francisco) undated
Mexico -- printing 1935-1948
Meynell, Francis (Book designer and typographer) undated
Michael Business Machines (New York) 1957-1979, undated
Microcard Editions (Washington D.C) 1967-1970
Microfilming Corporation of America (Glen Rock, New Jersey) 1972-1974
Micropublishers, Micro Photo Division (Wooster, Ohio) 1970, undated
Milgo Electronic Corporation (Miami) 1966
Miller & Richard (Foundry press, San Francisco) undated
Mills Falls Paper Company (Massachusetts) undated
Mills College (Oakland) 1962-1986, undated
Mills College, Center for the Book (Oakland) 1996-2009
Mills College -- Eucalyptus Press (Rosalind Keep, Oakland) 1936-2000
Milles, G. E. (Editor, Contra County Gazette, Martinez, California) undated
Mim-E-O Stencil Files Company undated
Miner, Charles (Journalist, Pennsylvania) undated
Minerva's Owl Book Shop (San Francisco) undated
Miniature books 1962, 1981, undated
Minnesota Center for Book Arts 1985-1987
Mirassou Vineyards (San Jose) 1980-1981
Mirus (Manufacturer of digital film printers, Los Altos, California) undated
Mission San Carlos Parish Library (Carmel, California) undated
Missouri-Central Type Foundry (Wichita, Kansas) 1959-1960
Missouri -- printing 1972
Mitchell, Edward H. (Publisher of souvenir postcards, San Francisco) undated
Modern Lithography (Magazine, New Jersey) 1964
Modoc County 1912
Moe's Books (Berkeley) undated
Mohr Lino-Saw Company (Skokie, Illinois) 1950-1957
Moise-Klinkner Company (Manufacturer of rubber stamps, San Francisco) 1907
Molehill Press (John Averill, Chicago) 1949-1951, undated
Momo's Press (San Francisco) 1976
Monarch Graphics Inc. (Hollywood) undated
Monitor, The (Weekly journal, San Francisco) 1864
Monotype Corporation Limited (England) 1940-1967
Moore, H. H. (Bookseller, San Francisco) undated
Morning Post, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1851
Morrison, Lorrin L. (Los Angeles) 1965-1966
Moser, Barry (Printmaker and illustrator) 1982
Mosher, Thomas B. (Publisher, Portland, Maine) 1928-1967, undated
Mouldtype Foundry Limited (London) undated
Mt. Tam Press (Jeff Craemer) 1980-1986, undated
Mountain Democrat, The (Newspaper, Placerville, California) undated
Mountain Messenger, The (Newspaper, Downieville, California) 1862, 1863
Moving Parts Press (Santa Cruz, California) 1987, undated
Moxon Chappel 1966-1971, undated
Moxon, Joseph (Printer) undated
Muller-Martini Corporation (New York) undated
Munsel Color Foundation, Inc. undated
Murdock, Margaret (Berkeley) 1985
Murray, John (Printer, Los Angeles) 1959
Museum of Design (Museum fur Gestaltung, Weingart Typography exhibit, Zurich, Switzerland) 2014
Museum of New Mexico Press (Santa Fe, New Mexico) 1963
Music printing 1922-1980
Mutual Label and Lithographic Company (San Francisco) 1904
Mysell-Rollins Bank Note Company (Lithographers, printers, and bookbinders, San Francisco) 1922, undated
Napa County Reporter (Newspaper, Napa, California) undated
NVF Company (Paper sample, Holyoke, Massachusetts) undated
Nash, John Henry (Printer, San Francisco) 1914-1982, undated
Nash, Ray (Professor of art, Dartmouth College) 1943-1974
National Archives (Washington, D. C.) undated
National Association of Printers and Lithographers (New York) 1974-1983, undated
National Association of Printing Ink Makers 1948-1950
National Association of Printing Ink Manufacturers, Inc. (Harrison, New York) 1976
National Association of Printing Purchasers (Florida) 1980
National Association of Quick Printers (Florida) 1979, undated
National Board on Printing Type Faces undated
National Cash Register Company (Dayton, Ohio) 1966, 1973
National Collegiate Book Arts Exhibition (Vermillion, South Dakota) 1986
National Library Week 1967
National Lithographic Printing Code Authority (New York) 1934, 1947
National Machine (Mansfield, Ohio) 1982, 1984
National Printing Week (San Francisco) 1950-1951
National Typesetting Corporation (New York) undated
Neal, Stratford and Kerr (Stationers and engravers, Oakland) undated
Nelson, Robert Wickham (Typefounder) undated
Neo Pre-Raphaelite Guild (Los Angeles) undated
Neon Type Division, Typefounders of Chicago undated
Nesbitt, Alexander (The History and Technique of Lettering as Design) undated
Netherlands -- printing 1962
Neugebaur Press (Friedrich Neugebauer, Massachusetts) undated
Nevada County -- printing undated
Nevada Historical Press (Carson City, Nevada) undated
Nevada Historical Review 1974, undated
Nevada Journal Printing Office undated
Neville, Maurice (Book collector, Santa Barbara, California) 1987
New Age (Weekly journal of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, San Francisco) 1870s
New Book Store, The (San Francisco) undated
New Colophon Annual undated
New England Type Foundry, Inc. (Boston) 1930
New Hampshire -- print trade undated
New Jersey Type Founders (Cranford, New Jersey) undated
New West (Magazine, Beverly Hills) undated
New York Art Directors' Club 1949
New York Herald Tribune (Newspaper) 1966
New York -- print trade 1889-1890, undated
New York Public Library 1937-1967
New York Times (Newspaper)
New York Times Book Review, The
Newbegin's Book Shop (San Francisco) 1917, 1939, undated
Newbegin, Charlotte (Bookseller, Tillman Place Bookshop, San Francisco) undated
Newberry, Bob (Printer) undated
Newberry Library (Chicago) 1920-1980, undated
Newdigate, Bernard Henry (Printer) undated
Newell, William (Manufacturer of composition rollers, San Francisco) undated
Newman, Thomas G. (Publisher, San Francisco) undated
Newmark, Harris (Author, Los Angeles) 1957, 1969
Newsletter & Wasp (Weekly newspaper, San Francisco) 1941
Newspaper Collector, The (San Francisco) undated
Ng Poon Chew (Newspaper publisher) undated
Nisbet, James (Newspaper editor, San Francisco) 1955
Noble Impressions (San Francisco)
Moxon-Chapel 2013
Noguchi, Yone (Publisher, The Twilight, San Francisco) 1898
Noisy Carrier's (Stationers, San Francisco) 1859
Nonesuch Press (London) 1927-1938, undated
Norco Paper Company (Oakland) 1984
Norman, Jeremy (Antiquarian book dealer) undated
Norman T. A. Munder and Company (Printers, Baltimore) 1918-1931, undated
Norris, Thomas W. (Printer, Livermore, California) 1940
Norstedt Type Foundry (Stockholm, Sweden) 1983
North, Ernest Dressel 1927
North, Paul Jr. (Bookseller, Ohio) undated
North Point Press (Bill Turnbull, Berkeley) 1986
North San Juan Times (Newspaper, North San Juan, California) 1874-1875, undated
Northern California Booksellers Association (San Francisco Book and Author Luncheon) 1956
Northland Letterpress Company Limited (Vancouver, British Columbia) undated
Northland Press (James K. Howard, Flagstaff, Arizona) 1965-1977
Northwest Printers Supply (Seattle) undated
Nova Typesetting Company (Bellevue, Washington) undated
Novato Advance, The (Newspaper, Novato, California) undated
Nuarc Company, Inc. (Chicago) 1971-1982
Nuernberger, Phil T. (Author, Electrolytic Matrices) 1966
Nugent, John (Founder, San Francisco Herald)
Nuremberg Chronicle: A Monograph 1950
Nygren-Dahly Company (Bookbinding machinery, Chicago) 1978-1980
Nyloprint (Plastic printing plate) undated
Oak Knoll Books (Robert Fleck, John and Emily Ballinger, New Castle, Delaware) undated
Oakes, George H. (Newspaper publisher) 1976
Oakland Enquirer Publishing Company 1897-1918
Oakland Free Library 1948
Oakland Independent (Printer) undated
Oakland Museum of California 1979, 1980
Oakland National Engraving and Gravure Company (D. H. Murnik) 1975, undated
Oakland -- newspapers 1974
Oakland Post Enquirer (Newspaper) undated
Oakland Printer (Oakland Typographical Union, No. 36) 1895
Oakland Rubber Stamp Company undated
Oakland Tribune (Newspaper) 1966-1981, undated
Oakland Typesetting Company (Linotype, monotype, and foundry type) undated
Occasional Works (Publisher, Woodside, California) 1984
Occidental College (Los Angeles) 1989
O'Day, Edward (The Spirit of Laurel Hill) 1937
Odd Fellows' Library Association (San Francisco) undated
Officium Beate Marie Virginis (Leaf, Venice, Italy) 1545
Offset lithography undated
Ogden Printing Company (Commercial printers, San Francisco) undated
Ogg, Oscar (Book designer) undated
Old Army Press, The (Fort Collins, Colorado) 1975
Old Oregon Bookstore (Preston McMann, Portland, Oregon) undated
Old Town Books (Albuquerque, New Mexico) 1964
Old Wives' Tales (Women's bookstore, San Francisco) undated
Older, Fremont (Author, The Romance of San Francisco Journalism, San Francisco) 1930
Olec Corporation (Costa Mesa, California) 1984, undated
Olmstead, Duncan (Printer, Petaluma, California) 1958-1961
O'Marie, Sister Carol Anne (Author) undated
O'Meara, James (Journalist, The Vigilance Committee of 1856, San Francisco) 1890, 1972
O'Meara and Painter Company (San Francisco) 1860, undated
O'Neill Brothers (Paper mill, Soquel, California) undated
On-line Systems (Manchester, New Hampshire) undated
Operina (Ludorico Vicentino Arrighi's first manual of the Italian Chancery hand) undated
Orcutt, William Dana (Book historian and typographer) 1926, undated
Oregon Free Press (Newspaper, Oregon City, Oregon) undated
Oregon Historical Society (Portland) 1948-1974, undated
Oregon -- newspapers 1853, 1864, 1930
Oregon -- printing 1848, 1909, undated
Oriental, The (Chinese newspaper, San Francisco) undated
Orion Book Service (Arkansas) 1949
Orland Register (Newspaper, Hiram C. Hinds, editor, Orland, California) undated
Ormsby, Frank C. (Engraver, Syracuse, New York) undated
Oroville Mercury (Newspaper, Homer Wood, editor, Oroville, California) 1976, undated
Orozco, Ricardo Juan (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Ortleb Machinery Company (St. Louis, Missouri) 1950, undated
Ortman-McCain Company (Chicago) 1978
Osborne, Lewis (Publisher, Palo Alto, California) 1961-1972, undated
Ostrander and Huke (Manufacturers of printing equipment, Chicago) undated
Oswald, John Clyde (Printer, Pelham Manor, New York) 1925, 1928, undated
Otto, Roland (Linotype operator, hand compositor, and pressman, Oakland) undated
Out of Sorts Letter Foundry (Mamaroneck, New York) 1982
Overbrook Press (Stamford, Connecticut) 1935-1937
Overend, John A. T. (Printer) undated
Overland Book Shop (Dorothy McNamee, Tucson, Arizona) 1960, undated
Overland Monthly (Journal, San Francisco) 1884, 1888, undated
Oxford Paper Company (Hugh J. Chisholm, Portland, Maine) 1952, undated
Oxford type font 1928, undated
PBX (Los Angeles) 1976
P. E. Dougherty and Company (Job printers and publishers, San Francisco) 1880
Pacific Associated Press undated
Pacific Book Company (San Francisco) undated
Pacific Books (Publishers, Menlo Park, California) 1966, undated
Pacific Center for the Book Arts (San Francisco) 1981-2009
Pacific Center for Western Historical Studies (University of the Pacific, Stockton, California) undated
Pacific Coast Diary 1882
Pacific Coast Graphic Arts Exposition 1923
Pacific Coast Literary Bureau (Emelie Tracy Y. Parkhurst, San Francisco) undated
Pacific Coast Society of Printing House Craftsmen Clubs undated
Pacific Color Plate Company (Portland, Oregon) undated
Pacific Editions and the Arif Press (Charles M. Hobson and Wesley B. Tanner) 1986
Pacific Educational Journal (San Francisco) 1894
Pacific Express Company (San Francisco) 1856
Pacific Heights Printery (San Francisco) undated
Pacific Lithograph Company (San Francisco) 1989
Pacific News, The (Job printing, San Francisco) 1850, undated
Pacific Newspaper Mechanical Conference 1946-1963, undated
Pacific Novelty Company (San Francisco, Los Angeles) undated
Pacific Press Publishing Association (Mountain View, California) undated
Pacific Press Publishing Company (Oakland) 1888-1900, 1952
Pacific Printer and Publisher (San Francisco) 1900, 1950-1969
Pacific Printing Company (San Francisco) 1898
Pacific Oil Reporter (W. B. Winn, San Francisco) undated
Pacific Reporter 1887
Pacific Rural Press (San Francisco) 1903
Pacific Society of Printing House Craftsmen 1926-1984, undated
Pacific State Type Foundry (San Francisco) undated
Pacific Typesetting and Type Foundry Company (San Francisco) undated
Pacific Typographic Service (Emeryville, California) undated
Pacific Typographical Society (San Francisco) undated
Pacific Union Printer (San Francisco) undated
Pagan, The (Edward M. Lind, San Francisco) 1903-1904
Pages of History (Publisher, Sausalito, California) undated
Paher, Stanley (Author, Las Vegas) undated
Paige typesetting machine undated
Painter and Company (San Francisco) 1873-1971
Palace Press, The (Santa Fe, New Mexico) 1983, 1985
Palmer and Rey (San Francisco) 1883-1892
Palmer, Ernest H. (San Francisco) 1933
Palmer, S. G. (Book and stationery dealer, Suisun, California) 1878
Palo Alto Historical Association 1953, 1955
Palopress (Palo Alto, California) 1951
Pantone Publications (Clifton, New Jersey) 1979
Papermaking 1938-1979
Paper Mills Company of San Francisco 1932
Papermills 1956, 1968, undated
Pariser and Sons (Printers, San Francisco) 1898
Parnassus Bookshop (Los Angeles) undated
Parnassus Press (Berkeley) 1957
Parsons, H. G. (Job printing and publishing, San Francisco) undated
Parson's Printery (William G. Anderson, Wilmont, Minnesota) 1960
Partridge, John (Printer, San Francisco) 1896, 1898
Patrick and Company (Stationery and printers, San Francisco) 1911
Patrick, Jennie E. (Printer, San Francisco) 1888
Patrick Reagh Printers, Inc. (Sebastopol, California) undated
Patterson and Hall (Typographers, San Francisco) 1952, 1957, undated
Patterson, R. R. (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Patterson and Sullivan (Typographers, San Francisco) 1937, undated
Paul Elder and Company (Publishers and booksellers, San Francisco) 1915, undated
Pauly, Henry J. (Bookbinder and paper ruler, Los Angeles) 1901
Payot, Upham and Company (Bookseller, San Francisco) 1873-1900, 1969
Pearsall, William (Printing, publishing, San Francisco) undated
Pear Tree Press (James J. Guthrie, Sussex, England) 1968
Peat, David W. (Type collector and printer, Indianapolis) undated
Pelouze Typefounders 1930, 1971
Pemberton Press (Austin, Texas) undated
Pendragon Press (David C. Churchman, Castleton, Indiana) 1977
Peninsula Engravers (Redwood City, California) undated
Peninsula Graphic Arts Association 1954
Penn Lithographs, Inc. (Cerritos, California) undated
Pennroyal Press (Northampton, MA) undated
Penrose Annual Review of Graphic Arts 1950, 1964
Pentagram Press (Michael Tarachow, Minneapolis) undated
Perceval, Don (Western artist, Santa Barbara, California) undated
Peregrine Press (Henry Evans, San Francisco) 1950-1961, undated
Perfection Type Inc. (St. Paul, Minnesota) undated
Periodical Display Service (New York) 1983
Perkins, Charles E. (Copy editor, Redwood City Tribune) 1976
Pernau Brothers (Printing and bookbinding, San Francisco) undated
Perry Photocomposer 1966
Peter Pauper Press (Peter Beilenson, Walpole Printing Office, New Rochelle and Mount Vernon, New York) 1930-1950
Peters, Harry T. undated
Peters Typesetting, Inc. (San Francisco) 1967, undated
Pettit and Russ (Printing and publishing, San Francisco) undated
Moxon Chappel 1965-1994, undated
Phealan, James Duval (Patron of the arts) 1931
Phelps, Sewell (Typefounder, Boston) undated
Philately undated
Philip C. Duschnes (Rare bookseller, New York) 1943-1950, undated
Philip Heinrich Type Foundry (New York) undated
Philip, Robert (Engraver, Sacramento) 1895-1916
Phillips, James Tice (Bibliophile, Hawaiian) 1941-1951
Phillips and Van Orden Company, Inc. (Printers, San Francisco) 1966, undated
Philobiblon Club, The (Philadelphia) 1988
Philopolis Press (Alexander M. Robertson, San Francisco) 1897-1927, undated
Philoxenia Press (Norman L. McKnight, Berkeley)
General 2013
Moxon-Chappel 2013
Philter Press, The (Paul and Joyce Quyle, Murphys, California)
General 1963-1985, undated
Physical Description: 2.0 folders
Moxon Chappel 1962-2000, undated
Physical Description: 3.0 folders

Phoenix Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Phoenix, Arizona) 1933, undated
Photocomposition 1970, undated
Photo-engravers Association of Northern California 1922-1923, undated
Photo-engravers Association of Southern California undated
Photographic Corporation of America (Warwick, Rhode Island) undated
Photographic Typesetting 1977, undated
Photolithing, Inc. (Redwood City, California) 1965
Photo Typositor, Inc. (New York, New York) 1969-1970, undated
Pierce's Old Book and Curio Shop (Berkeley) undated
Pierpont Morgan Library (New York) 1950-1972, undated
Pierson and Lampman (Book, card and ornamental job printers, San Francisco) undated
Pie Tree Press (New Westminster, British Columbia) 2007
Pioneer Book Store (San Francisco) undated
Pioneer Paper Company, Inc. (Los Angeles) 1915
Piping Rock Press (Novato, California) 1976
Pisani Press (San Francisco) 1966, undated
Pitney Bowes (Stamford, Connecticut) undated
Pixley, Frank M. (Owner and editor The Argonaut) 1962, 1966
Placer-Argus (Newspaper, Auburn, California) undated
Placer Times (Newspaper, Sacramento) 1939
Plain Wrapper Press (Verona, Italy) 1980, 1995
Plank, Edward T. (Printer) undated
Plantin-Moretus Museum (Antwerp, Belgium) 1967-1971, undated
Plantin Press, The (The Saul and Lillian Marks, Los Angeles) 1931-1977, undated
Platen Press (Ted Freeman, Los Angeles, Orinda, California) 1944-1947
Pluzynski Systems Inc. (North Palm Beach, Florida) 1984
P'Nye Press (Frederica and Monroe Postman, Los Altos, California)
General 1976-2010, undated
Moxon Chappel 1975-2010, undated
Poeschel and Trepte (Printers, Leipzig, Germany) 1925-1934
Point Loma Publications, Inc. (San Diego) 1974, undated
Point Reyes Light (Newspaper, Point Reyes Station, California) 1975
Polish emigre press 1980
Polychrome Corporation (Yonkers, New York) undated
Polytyping undated
Pornography 1967
Porpoise Bookshop, The (M. H., Patricia, and Judith Evans, San Francisco) 1950, 1954, undated
Portage (Akron, Ohio) undated
Porte, Harry W. (Printer, San Francisco) 1924-1939
Porter, Thomas B. 1888-1900, 1971
*Porterville Enterprise* (Newspaper, Porterville, California) undated
Portland Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Portland, Oregon) 1932-1954
Portugal -- printing 1929
Post Publishing Company (San Francisco) undated
Postal Instant Press (San Francisco) undated
Potlach Forests, Inc. (Pomona, California) undated
Pottinger, David T. undated
Powell, Lawrence Clark (Librarian, University of California, Los Angeles) 1952-1987
Power, Robert H. 1977
Prairie Press, The (Carroll Coleman, printer, Muscatine, Iowa) 1939, undated
Precision Electrotype Company (San Francisco) 1929
Presidio Press (Novato, California) 1978-1989
Press of the Golden Key (Donald Fleming, Orinda, California) 1978, undated
Press in Tuscany Alley (Adrian and Joyce Wilson, San Francisco)
  General 1963-1990, undated
  Moxon Chappel 1972-1978, undated
Price, W. H. (Advertising typography, San Francisco) undated
Primavera Press (Los Angeles) 1933, undated
Princeton University Library (New Jersey) 1948-1961
Print 80 (Graphic arts trade show, Chicago) 1980
Print 85 (Graphic arts trade show, Chicago) 1985
Print Expo 1986 (Las Vegas, Nevada) 1986
Print Pacific Exposition 1978-1986, undated
Print 'n Save (San Francisco) 1986
Printer, The (Findlay, Ohio) undated
Printers' Board of Trade of San Francisco 1919-1942
Printers' Co-operative Type Founders Company (Chester, Pennsylvania) undated
Printers Exchange Bulletin (Los Angeles) 1977
Printers' marks 1937, undated
Printers -- obituaries 1963
Printers' Picnic (Drakes Beach, California) undated
Printers Row Press and Museum (Chicago) 1980
Printers' Sales Idea Service Company (Omaha, Nebraska) 1983
Printers' Shop, The (Frederica Postman, Palo Alto, California) 1974-1981
Printers Supply Corporation (Los Angeles) undated
Printers Supplymen's Guild of Greater San Francisco 1955
*Printing Art, The* (Hertfordshire, England) 1974
*Printing Art, The: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine Devoted to the Printing and to the Allied Arts* (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1920
Printing copy 1965-1966, undated
Printing Expo '87 (Las Vegas, Nevada) 1987
Printing and Graphic Arts (Stinehour Press, Lunenburg, Vermont) 1959, 1962, undated
Printing history 1928-1970
Printing House of Foster and Short, Inc. (San Francisco) undated
Printing Industries of America, Inc. (Arlington, Virginia) 1954-1982
Printing Industries Association, Inc. (Los Angeles) 1960-1972, undated
Printing Industries of Northern California (San Francisco) 1972-1989
Printing Industries of the Pacific (Portland, Oregon) 1981
Printing Industry Craftsmen (Australia) undated
Printing Industry of Seattle, Inc. 1960
Printing Magazine/National Lithographer (Oradell, New Jersey) 1964-1967
Printing museums 1968-1988, undated

Printing News (New York) 1968-1975

Printing plants 1925

Printing presses 1942-1969

Printing Production (Magazine, Cleveland, Ohio) 1961, 1965

Printing and Publishing Book Club (Philadelphia) undated

Printing trade magazines undated

Printing types 1963-1965, undated

Printing Views for the Midwest Printer (Skokie, Illinois) 1977

Printing Week 1954-1977, undated


Private Industry Council of San Francisco 1987


Private presses 1934

Private printing plants 1952, 1954

Pro Con Paper Division (San Francisco) undated

Prometheus Books (Buffalo, New York) 1976

Promotional Perspectives (Ann Arbor, Michigan) 1988

Prospector Printing Office (Fort Steele, British Columbia) 1979

Providence Public Library (Rhode Island) 1975

Pruett Press (Boulder, Colorado) 1966-1968, undated

Pryor, Lewis A. (Arcata, California) 1969-1975

Pterodactyl Press (Floyd Pearce, San Francisco) 1980, undated

Public Balance (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1851

Publicly operated printing plants 1948-1953, undated

Publishers Press (Salt Lake City, Utah) undated

Publishing history 1933-1974

Publishing Northwest (Newsletter, North Bend, Oregon) 1986

Publishing Week (New York) 1984

Putnam and Company, Limited (London) 1963

Pynson Printers (New York) 1922-1939

Quail Press (Tom Killion, Santa Cruz) 1979-1999

Quaker City Type Foundry (Pennsylvania) 1973, undated

Quercus Press (Ted Lilienthal and Lewis Allen, San Mateo, California) 1940-1972

Quigley, Bert (Printer, San Francisco) 1973

Quintessence Publications (Amador City, California) undated

R. A. Eddy and Company (Book, stationery and music store, Marysville, California) 1854

R. E. Lewis, Inc. (Original prints and drawings, San Francisco) 1955

REL Graphic Systems and Marketing Corporation (Chicago) 1980

R & E Research Associates, Inc. (San Francisco) 1973-1979


R. J. Trumbull and Company (Publisher, San Francisco) 1868

R. L. Polk and Company's California State Gazetteer and Business Directory undated


R. S. Crowl Printing Company (Fresno, California) undated

Rabe, Dr. William 1968

Radio Corporation of America, Graphic Systems Division (New Jersey) 1961-1968, undated

Radius, L. (Bookbinding, San Francisco) undated

RainTree Press (Bloomington, Indiana) undated

Ramage press undated

Ramparts (Magazine, San Francisco) 1967

Ramparts Press (Palo Alto, California) 1975

Rand, McNally and Company (Printers and publishers, Chicago) 1892-1893, undated

Randall House (Ronald R. Randall, San Francisco) 1975, 1985
Random House Inc. (New York) 1928-1932, undated
Rankin, Charles E. (Bookbinding, San Francisco) undated
Ranly, C. T. (Stationery, newspapers and magazines, Sacramento) 1867
Ransoms, Will (Publisher and designer, The Printing House of Leo Hart) 1928-1955
Rasmussen, Louis J. (San Francisco Historic Records Company) 1960-1967
Rather Press, The (Clif and Lois Rather, Oakland)
   Physical Description: 3.0 folders

Moxon Chappel 1973-1987, undated
Rauschnabel, W. F. (Illustrator, San Francisco) undated
Raveley, S. W. (Book and job printing, San Francisco) undated
Raynes and Pyle (A. E. Raynes, Curt H. Pyle, school books and stationery, Yreka, California) 1877
Read, J. L. (Editor, Middletown, California) undated
Readex Microfilm Corporation (New York) 1979, undated
Reagh, Patrick (Printer, Glendale, Sebastopol, California) 1982-2001
Reardon, Kerbs and Beran (Advertising typographers, San Francisco) undated
Rebellion Constitution (Printer, Guysville, Ohio) 1994
Recalcitrant Press (Roy Rice and Mary Mason, Atlanta) 1976-1977
Record-Searchlight (Newspaper, Herbert and Katherine Moody, Redding, California) 1973
Recorder-Sunset Press (San Francisco) 1941, undated
Red (Anonymous writing) undated
Redwood Empire Club of Printing House Craftsmen 1983
Reed, Taibot B. (London, England) undated
Reed, Theodore (Antiquarian book dealer, La Jolla, California) undated
Reese, William D. (Bookseller, Burbank, California) 1934-1935
Regent Gallery (Cheltenham, England) 1974
Regents Press of Kansas (Lawrence, Kansas) undated
Regional Publishing Company (Baltimore) 1964
Reichl, Ernst (Typographer) 1929
Reichner, Herbert (Bibliotheca Typographica, Vienna, Austria) 1927, 1950
Reilly Stock Electrotype (Los Angeles) 1952
Reinhold Publishing Corporation (New York) 1967, undated
Reintree Press, Inc. (Lynnwood, Washington) undated
Reliable Lithograph Company (San Francisco) undated
Reliance Lithographers Company undated
Remington Rand (Library furniture supply, New York) undated
Reproduction Methods (New York) 1968
Reprotype Advertising Typography (San Francisco) 1969
Research Book Service (Ed Brown, Berkeley) undated
Research Publications, Inc. (Woodbridge, Connecticut) 1975, undated
Revell, Inc. (Fotostar film typesetter) undated
Revercomb, H. C. (Kansas City, Kansas) undated
Reynolds, Jack and Rosalie (Printers, Van Nuys, California) 1956
Reynolds, James (Artist, Sedona, Arizona) 1976
Rhode Island Historical Society undated
Rhode Island -- print trade 1891, undated
Rice, Kendall and Company (Paper dealers, Boston) undated
Richard Abel and Company, Inc. (Bookseller, Portland, Oregon) 1968-1974
Richard Starr and Company (Typefoundry) undated
Richard Upton and Sons Booksellers (El Segundo, California) undated
Richmond Graphic Service, Inc. (Rhode Island) undated
Richmond Times Dispatch (Optical character reader, cathode ray tube, Virginia) 1971
Riscatype House (Typefoundry, London) undated
Ritchie, George F. (Publisher, San Francisco) 1978-1983
Riverside Press, The (Bruce Rogers, Boston) 1900-1950
Roach, M. Gene (Commercial artist, San Francisco) undated
Robb, Alexander (Typefounder, Philadelphia) undated
Robbins, Irving (Curator of Rare Books and Manuscripts, Stanford University, California) 1960, undated
Roberts Engraving and Litho Plate Company undated
Roberts, Lester (Roberts' Book Shop, San Francisco) 1966
Roberts, Mike (Postcard photographer and manufacturer, Emeryville, California) 1980
Robinson, W. W. and Irene (Los Angeles) 1958-1972
Rochester Ad Club (Rochester, New York) 1917
Rochester Institute of Technology, Graphic Arts Research Center (New York) 1955-1985, undated
Rockey, H. F. (Dealer, amateur presses and printing equipment, San Francisco) 1877
Rockland Editions (Publishers, New Jersey) 1939, undated
Roger Reynolds (Stationer and printer, San Francisco) undated
Rogers, Bruce (Type designer and printer) 1904-1980, undated
Rogers, Fred Blackburn (Western historian, California) 1958-1973
Rogers, John K. (Boston Type Foundry) undated
Rogers Paper Manufacturing Company (South Manchester, Connecticut) undated
Rolfe, Tallman H. 1972
Rollem Corporation of America (Hempstead, New York) 1978-1983
Roller and Layng Company (Book, card and ornamental job printers, San Francisco) undated
Roller Press (San Francisco) undated
Ronaldson, James (Typefounder, Philadelphia) undated
Ronaldson, Richard (Typefounder) undated
Rosa, Guido and Lawrence (West Hoboken, New Jersey) 1919-1937, undated
Rosa, Jose de la (Printer, Monterey, California) undated
Roselius, Donna (Point Counterpoint newspaper, Richmond, California) undated
Rosenstock, Fred A. (Old West Publishing Company, Denver) 1963, undated
Rosenthal and Christen (Book and job printing, San Francisco) undated
Rosenthal and Roesch (San Francisco) undated
Rosenwald, Lessing J. 1945-1946
Ross, Fred E. (Typographer, Oakland) 1938
Ross and Sons (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Rotronic Instrument Corporation (Huntington, New York) 1985
Rounce and Coffin Club (Los Angeles) 1938-1987
Rounds, Sterling P. (Public printer of the United States) 1963-1968, undated
Rowell, Chester (Newspaper editor, San Francisco Chronicle) 1960
Rowfant Club (Cleveland, Ohio) 1935-1947
Royal Company Auctioneers (San Francisco) 1983-1984
Royal Screen Printing, Inc. (Springfield, Missouri) 1987
Roycrofters, The (East Aurora, New York) 1906-1911
Royer, M. J. (Art book dealer, Los Angeles) undated
Rudge, William Edwin (Printer and publisher Print journal, New York) 1922-1954, undated
Ruff, David and Holly (The Print Workshop, San Francisco) 1954, undated
Rule work undated
Rupegy Publishing Company (Salt Lake City, Utah) 1971
Russell, Thomas C. (Printer and publisher, San Francisco) 1911-1970
Russia -- printing 1964
*Russian Hill Runt* (Newspaper, Elizabeth Field, editor, San Francisco) 1941
Rutherford Machinery (East Rutherford, New Jersey) 1967
Ruzicka, Joseph (Bookbinder and fore-edge painter, Baltimore) undated
Ruzicka, Rudolph (Wood engraver, illustrator, and designer) 1910-1973, undated
Ruzicka, Veronica (Illustrator and typeface designer, Massachusetts) 1952-1956
Ryan, William A. (Typefounder) 1972
Rydal Press (Santa Fe, New Mexico) 1935-1937
Ryobi Press Trading Company, Limited (Japan) 1973, undated
S-B Gazette (Sausalito-Belvedere) 1966
S. D. Warren Company (Division of Scott Paper Company, Grant, Warren and Company, Boston) 1857-1973
S. E. Dutton and Company (Stationers, San Francisco) 1875
SF Lithographics (Printing press, San Francisco) 1980
S. I. Strickland (Strickland and Pierson, books, stationery, and printers, San Francisco) 1884
*Sacramento Bee, The* (Newspaper) 1872, 1959-1987
Sacramento Book Collectors Club 1949-1954, 1985
Sacramento -- booksellers and bookselling 1986
Sacramento Club of Printing House Craftsmen, The 1927-1954
*Sacramento Daily Democrat* (Newspaper) 1854-1860
*Sacramento Daily Record Union* (Newspaper) undated
Sacramento Pioneer Association (Sacramento) 1975
Sacramento -- printing 1953, undated
Sacramento Rare Book and Ephemera Show and Sale 1984-1987
Sacramento Transcript (Job printing) 1850
*Sacramento Union* (Newspaper) 1851, 1973-1979, undated
Saddleback Books (Santa Ana, California) 1974
Sadleir, Michael (Publisher and editor) 1930-1931
Sagan Industries, Inc. (Long Island City, New York) undated
Sage Books (Alan Swallow, Denver) 1963, 1967
St. Clair, Robert B. (Printer, San Francisco) 1972
Saint Louis Public Library (Missouri) 1972
*SALINAS INDEX-JOURNAL* (Newspaper, Salinas, California) 1932
Salon Internationale du Livre d'Art (Paris) 1931
Salltre Hand Bookbindery (Albany, New York) 1981
Samuel Carson and Company (Publishers, booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) undated
Samuel Johnson Society of Southern California 1990
San Bernardino Public Library 1957
Sanborn-Perris Map Company (San Francisco) undated
Sanborn, Vail and Company (San Francisco) undated
San Carlos Press (San Francisco) 1934
San Diego -- printing undated
San Diego Public Library 1975, undated
*San Diego Union* (Newspaper) 1899, 1903, undated
Sandstone Press (New York) 1980
San Francisciana (Marilyn Blaisdell, bookseller, San Francisco) undated
*San Francisco Abend Post* (German newspaper) 1867
San Francisco Advertising Club 1927-1954
San Francisco Antiquarian Book, Print and Paper Fair 1996
San Francisco Art Gallery (Rare book auctions) undated
San Francisco Bay Area -- newspapers undated
San Francisco Bay Area -- publishing 1970s
San Francisco Bay Chapter League of Western Writers (Book Lovers' Dinner, San Francisco) 1932
San Francisco Bay Cities Club of Printing House Craftsmen 1922-1928
San Francisco Book Fair Committee undated
San Francisco -- bookstores undated
San Francisco Bulletin (Newspaper) 1859-1904, undated
San Francisco Call (Newspaper) 1850-1973, undated
San Francisco Call-Bulletin (Newspaper) 1952, 1955, undated
San Francisco Center for the Book 1999, undated
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce 1973, undated
San Francisco Chronicle (Newspaper, Charles and M. H. DeYoung) 1865-1975, undated
San Francisco Club of Litho and Printing House Craftsmen 1927-1999
San Francisco Composition Company undated
San Francisco Daily Law Journal (Stockwell and Company, San Francisco) 1887
San Francisco and East Bay Ink and Roller Makers' Union Number 5 1950
San Francisco and East Bay Steel Die and Copper Plate Engravers and Embossers Union No. 424 1938
San Francisco Examiner (Newspaper, William R. Hearst) 1870-1987
San Francisco Evening Journal (Newspaper) 1853, 1863
San Francisco Graphic Arts Museum 1961
San Francisco Herald (Nugent and Company, San Francisco) 1851-1860
San Francisco Historical Society 1965-1966
San Francisco Industry Welfare Fund 1967
San Francisco International Book Fair (Friends of Books and Comics) 1971, 1973
San Francisco Library Commission 1960
San Francisco Lithographers Local No. 17 undated
San Francisco Magazine 1986
San Francisco News, The (Newspaper) 1947, undated
San Francisco News Company, The 1884, undated
San Francisco Newsletter 1887-1925, undated
San Francisco -- newspapers undated
San Francisco Newspaper Printing Company 1971-1980, undated
San Francisco Newspaper Publishers' Association 1960
San Francisco-Oakland Photo Engravers Union No. 8 1952
San Francisco Ocean Express News undated
San Francisco -- printing 1867, 1972-1977
San Francisco Printing Pressmen and Assistants Union No. 24 1946
San Francisco Printing Salesmen's Forum 1935
San Francisco Progress (Newspaper) 1986, undated
San Francisco Public Library 1929-1989, undated
San Francisco -- publishing 1959-1987
San Francisco State University 1981-1987
San Francisco State University, J. Paul Leonard University 1964-1987
San Francisco Typographical Union No. 21 1883-1973
San Francisco -- typography 1929
San Francisco Typothetae undated
San Joaquin Republican (Newspaper, Stockton, California) undated
San Jose Friends of the Library Book Collectors Club undated
San Jose Historical Museum 1973
San Jose Mercury and News (Newspaper, San Jose) 1863, 1970s, undated
San Jose State University -- Industrial Arts Laboratory Press (San Jose) 1947-1948
San Mateo County Historical Association undated
San Mateo Times and Daily News Leader (Newspaper, San Mateo, California) 1972
San Pasquale Press (Pasadena, California) 1938, 1939, undated
San Quentin State Prison Graphic Arts Training Center undated
Santa Barbara Bookfair 1985
Santa Barbara -- booksellers and bookselling undated
Santa Barbara Mission Archive 1970, undated
Santa Clara College Printing Office 1968-1969
Santa Clara University (Reverend Arthur D. Spearman, archivist) 1961, 1968
Santa Clara University, de Saisset Museum 1983, undated
Santa Cruz Printers' Chappel 1986
Santa Cruz Typographical Union, No. 589 1911
Santa Clara University (Reverend Arthur D. Spearman, archivist) 1961, 1968
Santa Rosa Engraving Company undated
Santa Rosa Paper Company undated
Santa Rosa Press Democrat (Newspaper, Santa Rosa, California) 1986
Sargent, George H. (Rare book expert, bibliographer) 1931
Saroyan, William (Saroyan's Fables) undated
Saturday Press (Newspaper, J. H. Delahanty, Oakland) undated
Saunders Studio Press (Claremont, California) 1937, 1938, undated
Sausalito News (Newspaper, Sausalito, California) undated
Savage Offset Service (Ruth Savage, San Francisco) undated
Schmidt Lithography Company (Max Schmidt, fruit labels, San Francisco) 1885, 1958, undated
Schmitz, R. Don (Nugget Antiques, Nevada City, California) 1970
Schmulowitz, Nat (Attorney, bibliophile, San Francisco) 1955, 1966
Schnabel, Bruce (Bookbinder, New York) 1977
Schoeffer, Peter (Printer) undated
Schaubstadter, Carl Jr. (St. Louis, Missouri) undated
Schriftguss A.-G. vorm. Bruder Butter (Typefounders, Dresden, Germany) undated
Schwabacher and Company (San Francisco) 1947
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Company (San Francisco) 1916-1928, 1973
Schwandner, Johann Georg (Calligraphy) undated
Scientific American (Magazine) undated
Scientific Californian (Magazine, William Oscar Thrailkill) undated
Sclar Press (London) undated
Scott, Walter (Bookseller, London) undated
Scopazzi, John (Rare books and maps dealer, San Francisco) 1973, 1987
Scott Graphics, Inc. (Subsidiary of Scott Paper Company) 1973, undated
Scrapbooks undated
Screen Process Supplies Manufacturing Company (Oakland) 1961
Scribner's Magazine 1937
Scrimshaw Press (San Francisco) 1972-1974
Scripps College Press (Claremont, California) 1960-2012, undated
Scripps League Newspapers 1974-1975
Scudder, Harvey E. (Printer, Sacramento, Stockton, California) 1929-1968, undated
Seaboard Paper Company (San Francisco) 1977
Seacat, Ellen 1972
Sea presses undated
Seattle Club of Printing House Craftsmen undated
Seattle Post-Intelligencer (Newspaper) 1981
Seattle Typesetting Company, Inc. (Typothetes) 1929
Seeger, Harold (Printer, Johnck and Seeger, San Francisco) 1954-1965
Segerstrom, Donald (Publisher, Union Democrat, Sonora, California) 1973
Self-Publishers, Marin Chapter (Ross, California) undated
Semple, Robert Baylor 1950
Senefelder Company, Inc., The (New York) 1954, undated
Sequoia Press (Kalamazoo, Michigan) 1951, undated
Sequoia Press (San Francisco) undated
Service Linotyping Company (San Francisco) undated
Service-type undated
Sette of Odd Volumes (London) 1928
Shakespeare Head Press (Stratford-upon-Avon, England) undated
Shakespeare Press (Charles L. Palmer, Fresno, California) 1947-1966
Shakespeare, William 1933, 1963
Shambala Publications, Inc. (Berkeley) 1973, undated
Shannon-Conny Press (Printers, publishers, engravers, and bookbinders, San Francisco) 1907
Share Your Knowledge Review (Printing House Craftsmen, John Edward Cobb, Wisconsin) undated
Shaw, George (Publisher, Chico, California) 1963
Sheehan, J. C. (Bookbinder, Santa Fe, New Mexico) undated
Sheer, Harry (Ark Bookshop, Berkeley) undated
Sherman and Hyde’s Musical Reviews (San Francisco) undated
Shields, Dorothy and Frank (Printers, San Francisco) 1948
Shoestring Press (Philip and Anna Morrison, Orinda, California) 1981
Shorey’s Book Store (Seattle) undated
Shumate, Albert (Historian, San Francisco) 1958-1984, undated
Sierra Art and Engraving Company (San Francisco) 1918, undated
Sierra Club, The 1967-1987
Sierra Nevada Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Reno, Nevada) 1980
Sigma Photochemical Lab, Inc. (Newton, New Jersey) 1983
Sigma Portfolio (Publishers, Project Sigma, Neil Hellawell) undated
Sign of the Interplayers (Adrian Wilson, printer, San Francisco) 1949-1956, undated
Silver, Rollo G. (Boston) 1940-1972, undated
Sim-Bar Graphic Products (San Leandro, California) undated
Simmons, Frank (Bookseller and news dealer, Springfield, Illinois) undated
Simonceini Typefoundry (Bologna, Italy) undated
Simple-X Rubber Plate-Stamp Press undated
Simpson Paper Company (San Francisco) undated
Sinclair and Valentine Printing Ink (Boise, Idaho) undated
Sinel, Jo (Industrial designer and graphic artist, Oakland) 1970, 1975
Singer Graphic Systems (San Leandro, California) undated
Singleton, Fred T. 1924
Sivertson, Signor and Jeanne (San Francisco) 1946
Skira (Publishers of art books) undated
Slavkin, Ben (Auctioneer in graphic arts equipment, Los Angeles) 1976
Small Press Book Club (San Pedro, California) undated
Small Press Club of Marin 1974-1986, undated
Small presses 1973-1976, undated
Smith, Charles W. (Manuscripts in Libraries of the Pacific Northwest) 1931
Smith, George D. (Bookseller, New York) 1945
Smith, Harold F. (Har-ma Press) 1978, undated
Smith and McKay Printing (San Jose) 1976
Smithsonian Institution (Washington D.C.) 1923-1984, undated
Smithsonian Institution, Archives of American Art (West Coast office, San Francisco) 1991
Societa Nebiolo Torino undated
Societe Suisse des Bibliophiles 1926
Society of Arts and Crafts (Boston) 1906, undated
Society of California Pioneers (San Francisco) 1931, 1968, 1973
Society for Calligraphy, The 1974
Society of Calligraphers 1919, 1968
Society of Calligraphers of Los Angeles, The undated
Society of Graphic Arts of San Francisco 1948-1951, undated
Society of Iconophiles, The (New York) 1930
Society of Printers (Boston) 1915-1953, undated
Society of Typographic Arts (Chicago) 1947-1950, undated
Solano Republican (Newspaper, Suisun, California) 1877
Solo, Dan X. (Solotype, advertising typography, Oakland) 1963-1974, undated
Somerset Type Metal Company (San Francisco) 1982
Sonoma County Democrat (Newspaper, Santa Rosa, California) 1866, 1875
Sonoma County -- newspapers undated
Sonoma State College Library (Rohnert Park, California) 1964
Sonora Stamp Company (Oakland) undated
Sorensen's Advertising Typographers (San Francisco) undated
Soule, A. R. (Letter press printery and foundry, the Gas Light Days, The Type Trader, Los Gatos, California) 1966-1976, undated
South Coast Paper Mills and Lebanon Paper Mills (San Francisco) 1900
Southern California Newspaper and Job Printing Office (Los Angeles) 1855
Southern Oregon Historical Society 1959, undated
Southwest Museum (Los Angeles) 1967
Southworth Machine Company (Portland, Maine) 1974-1975, undated
Sower, Christopher (Printer, Pennsylvania) 1944, 1969
Spanish imprints undated
Spain -- printing 1963, undated
Spear, T. G. (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Special Libraries Association (Alexandria, Virginia) 1970
Special Libraries Association, San Francisco Bay Region Chapter 1959
Speed-o-Print Business Machines Corporation (Chicago) 1974-1983
Spenceley, Frederick 1908
Sperisen, Albert (Collector, graphic design, and fine printing, Toyon Press, Black Vine Press) 1966-1999
Spiral Binding (William S. Millerick and Neil MacNeil, San Francisco) undated
Spirit of the Times and Fireman's Journal (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1867
Spiro, Leon (Editor S-B Gazette and poet, Marin City, California) undated
Springer, John (Iowa City, Iowa) undated
Squires, Roy A. (Bibliographer, A Bibliographic Catalog of the Works of Clark Ashton Smith and H. P. Lovecraft) 1968
Stacey’s, a division of Bro-Dart, Inc. (J.W. Stacey, Inc.) 1932, 1967-1971
Stagecoach Press, The (Jack D. Rittenhouse, Sierra Madre, California) 1951-1971, undated
Sta-Hi Corporation (Newport Beach, California) 1968-1972
Stallings, Hal II (Artist) 1972
Stanbrook Abbey Press (England) 1967
Standard Duplicating Machines Corporation (Everett, Massachusetts) undated
Standard, Paul (Calligrapher) 1947
Stanford University (Palo Alto, California) 1906-1959, undated
Stanford University, Hoover Institution (Palo Alto, California) 1967-1975, undated
Stanford University Libraries (Palo Alto, California) 1927-1988, undated
Stanford University Press (Palo Alto, California) 1927-1980, undated
Stanford University, Stanford Sequoia (Student magazine, Palo Alto, California) 1907, 1910
Stanton, Herbert (Editor, The Silver Lake Miner) 1974
Star Book Store (K. F. Richards, San Francisco) undated
Star Graphic Systems, Inc. (South Hackensack, New Jersey) undated
Starr, Kevin (San Francisco City Librarian, California State Librarian) 1973-1979
Stauffacher, Jack Werner (Printer and typeface designer, the Greenwood Press, San Francisco) 1941-2003, undated
Steer, Vincent (Printing Design and Layout) undated
Steiner-Prag, Hugo (Designer, illustrator, and typographer) 1948
Steinlen, Theophile Alexandre (Tales for Sara) 1898
Steinmesse and Stollberg KG (Nuremberg, Germany) undated
Stempel Typefounders (Frankfurt, Germany, Morristown, New Jersey) 1929, undated
Stephenson Blake Typefoundry (Sheffield, England) 1966, undated
Sterett Printing Company (Benjamin Franklin Sterett, San Francisco) undated
Sterling Type Foundry (Indianapolis) 1958-1963, 1984
Stern, Alec (Etching artist, San Mateo, California) 1965
Stern and Faye (Printers, publishers and typefounders, Sedro-Woolley, Washington) undated
Stern, Norton B. (Publisher, Santa Monica, California) undated
Stevens, G. W. (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Stevens, John (Calligrapher) 1987
Steward Company, The (Lithography and printing equipment and supplies, San Francisco) 1985, undated
Stewart, George R. (Author) 1946, 1951
Still, John Hamilton 1973
Stock Report Publishing Company (San Francisco) 1978
Stockton Daily Argus (Newspaper, Stockton, California) undated
Stockton Independent (Newspaper, Stockton, California) 1931, 1976, undated
Stockton Journal (Newspaper, Stockton, California) 1851
Stockton Mail Company, Inc. 1890-1905
Stockton -- newspapers 1963
Stockton Record (Newspaper, Stockton, California) undated
Stockwitz Printing Company (San Francisco) undated
Stone, Edward L. (Printer) 1940, undated
Stone, Sumner (Calligrapher and type designer) 1998
Stopple, Lee 1946, undated
Storke, Thomas M. (Newspaper editor and publisher) 1971, 1973
Stover and Von Oorschot (Stationery store, San Mateo, California) undated
Strathmore Paper Company (Mittineague, Massachusetts) 1924, 1925, undated
Straube, Ben C. (Typefounder, Los Angeles) 1937, undated
Strawberry Hill Press (Jean-Louis Brindamour, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania) 1976
Street of Crocodiles Printery (Jules Remedios Faye, Sedro-Woolley, Washington) undated
Streeter, Thomas Winthrop (Book collector) 1948-1969, undated
Stricker, Thomas Perry 1930-1944
Strip Printer, Inc. (Oklahoma City) 1975-1977
Strouse, Norman H. (Vailima Foundation, St. Helena, California) 1967-1974
Studio Z Mendocino (Zida Borcich, Fort Bragg, California) 2005
Sullivan, Gordon L. (Printer) undated
Sullivan, J. W. (Periodicals and magazine importer, San Francisco) 1856
Summa Printers undated
Sun Chemical Corporation (New York) 1966
Sunday Mercury, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1867
Sunflower Press (Carol and Bruce Cunningham, Mill Valley, California)
  General 1976-2010, undated

Physical Description: 2.0 folders

Moxon Chappel 1975-2009, undated
Sunset Photo Engraving Company 1902
Sunset Press (San Francisco) 1931, 1959, undated
Superior Graphic Equipment Corporation (Hempstead, New York) undated
Superior Publishing Company (Seattle) undated
Superior Typesetting Company, Inc. (Los Angeles) undated
Superspeed Inc. (Chicago) 1976-1978
Suspension Feeder Corporation (Illinois) undated
Sutro Library (San Francisco) 1957-1978, undated
Sutter Independent, The (Printers and publisher, Yuba City, California) 1923
Sutton, Jack (Author and publisher One Day of Southern Oregon History) 1962
Swallow Press, Inc. (Chicago) 1968
Swan and Hoop (Russell Maret, New York) 2008
Sweden -- printing undated
Sweeney and Ward (Agents for Saratoga Mills straw paper goods, San Francisco) undated
Swingle, John (Alta California Bookstore, Berkeley) 1963-1975, undated
Syn-tac (Ink rollers) 1977-1982
T. and A. Constable, Limited. (Thomas and Archibald Constable, printers, University Press, Edinburgh, Scotland) 1909, undated
T. B. Deffebach and Co. (Ornamental printers, San Francisco) undated
T. J. Lyons Press (The Print Shop on the Avenue, Thomas J. Lyons, Boston) 1937-1975, undated
TAGlio Litho (Tom and Marguerite Goglio, San Jose)
  General undated
  Moxon Chappel 2008-2009
  Takk Corporation (Newark, Ohio) undated
  Talbot, Clare Ryan (Clare Collectors Books, Oakland) 1955-1971
  Talisman Press (Georgetown and Los Gatos, California) 1959-1982, undated
  Tallant, Drury J. 1851-1852
  Tamal Land Press (Fairfax, California) 1976
  Tamalpais Press (Roger Levenson, Berkeley)
  General 1957-1995, undated
  Physical Description: 2.0 folders

  Moxon Chappel 1961-1993, undated
  Tanner, Wesley (Arif Press, Chez Panisse menus, Berkeley) 1975-1987, undated
  Tansey, Gene M. (San Francisco) 1950-1954
  Tasope (Photoengraving plant and school, Aurora, Missouri) 1931
  Tatum and Bowen Printers Warehouse (San Francisco) 1884, undated
  Tatum and Bowen Printers Warehouse (San Francisco) 1884, undated
  Tauzy, Levy & Co. (Foreign booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) undated
  Taylor, Alexander S. (Bibliographer) 1933
  Taylor, Archer (Renaissance Reference Books) 1941
  Taylor, John "Jock" (Newspaper publisher and journalist, Nevada) 1965
  Taylor and Nevin (Printers, San Francisco) 1879, 1881
  Taylor, Newton (Out of print book dealer and search service, San Francisco) undated
  Taylor, W. Thomas (Publisher, Austin, Texas) 1987, undated
  Teague, Walter Dorwin (Industrial designer, graphic designer, and illustrator) 1914-1947, undated
  Technical Information Inc. (Composition Information Services, Los Angeles) 1966-1976, undated
  Technigraphics (Long Beach, California) undated
  Tecolote Book Shop (Santa Barbara) undated
  Teiser, Ruth (Interviewer, San Francisco) 1969-1978
  Temple, Tomas Workman II (San Gabriel, California) 1959
  Tenfingers Press, The (Phyllis and Frank Thomas, Los Angeles) 1964-1968, undated
  Tentacled Press undated
  Territorial Enterprise (Newspaper, Virginia City, Nevada) 1864, 1873
  Territorial Press of Arizona (Tucson, Arizona) 1964
  Terry, Edward H. (Rare book dealer, Beverly Hills) 1939
  Terry Robinson and Company (Photocomposition, San Francisco) undated
  Texas Christian University Press (Fort Worth, Texas) 1951
  Texas -- printing undated
  Texas State Historical Association (Austin, Texas) 1988
  Texas State Library and Archives (Austin, Texas) 1968
Thames and Hudson (Publisher, London) undated
Thatcher, Ralph Henry (Printer, San Francisco) 1920-1921
Thomas, Cosmopolitan Printing and Publishing House (San Francisco) 1888
Thomas, Isaiah (Printer and founder of American Antiquarian Society) 1962, undated
Thomas Nelson and Sons (Publisher, London) undated
Thomas T. Moebes Americana and Fine Books (Atlanta, Georgia) undated
Thompson, E. A. (Bookbinder, Inglewood, California) undated
Thompson, J. E. (Service Linotypeing Company, San Francisco) undated
Thompson, John (Printer, Los Altos, California) 1952
Thompson, Lawrence S. (University of Kentucky Library, Lexington, Kentucky) 1957-1971, undated
Thomson-Price (Book manufacturer, Dexter, Michigan) 2010
Thorniley, William O. (Printer, Seattle) 1950-1976, undated
Thunderbird (Bookstore, Carmel) undated
Thistle and Hollingsworth Company (Boston) undated
Thilghman, Charles F. (Thilghman Press, Oakland) undated
Time Inc. (New York) 1986
Timely Typography (San Francisco) 1986, undated
Times and Transcript Press (Sacramento) 1857
*Times-Gazette, The* (Newspaper, San Mateo, California) 1906, 1935
Times-Mirror Company (Los Angeles) 1892, 1935, 1960s
Tintagel Printing and Publishing (Berkeley) 1980
Tintograph Company, The (Color printing equipment and supplies, New York) circa 1950
Tipos y estadisticas, S. A. (Mexico) undated
T'jan Booksellers and Importers (San Francisco) undated
Toddhunter, Francis (Artist, San Francisco) 1924-1963
Tofua Press (San Diego) undated
*Tombstone Epitaph, The* (Newspaper, Tombstone, Arizona) 1975
Tory, Geoffroy (Printer, Paris) 1920-1937
Tower Manufacturing Company (Stationery, New York) 1885
Town Book and Card Shop (San Francisco) undated
Town Hall Forum, Inc. and Circulating Library (San Francisco) 1960, undated
Town Talk Print (San Francisco) 1894, undated
Towne, Arthur W. (San Francisco) 1928, 1966, undated
Towne and Bacon (San Francisco) 1939, 1970, undated
Townsend Industries (Altoona, Iowa) undated
Toyoobo Printight 1985
Toyon Press (Bertram Wood Johnck and Albert Sperisen, San Francisco) 1939-1968
Trade Composition Company, Inc. (Boston) undated
Trade Pressroom, The (San Francisco) 1942
*Trade Typesetters and Advertising Typographers of the Eleven Western State* (Western Printer and Lithographer, Los Angeles) 1955-1962, undated
Trail's End Publishing Company (Pasadena, California) undated
Trans-Anglo Books (Long Beach, California) 1975, undated
Traung, Charles and Louis (Lithographers, San Francisco) 1937-1960, undated
Travel by Design: Computer Graphics California undated
Tree Garden Workshop (Publisher, San Francisco) undated
Trenholm, George F. (Advertising and book design, Boston) 1930, undated
Triangle Type Foundry (Chicago) 1954, 1976
Tri-Ocean Books (San Francisco) 1969
Triumph Electric (New York) 1968
Tuolumne Courier (Printer) undated
*Tuolumne Independent, The* (Newspaper, Sonora, California) undated
Turkey Press (Harry and Sandra Reese) undated
Turnbaugh Service (Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania) 1970
Turnbull and Smith (Printers) 1867
Turner, Warren (Printer, Oakland) undated
Turtlesilk Design and Two Left Hands Press (Los Gatos)
  Moxon Chappel 2013
Twelve Oaks Press, The (William M. Johnson, Portland) undated
Twin Quills Press (Niles, Illinois) 1977
Two Left Hands Press (Los Gatos) undated
Twowindows Press (Don Gray, Berkeley) undated
Tyler Brothers (Booksellers and stationers, San Francisco) 1870s
Tyler, Charles W. (Bookseller and stationer, San Francisco) undated
Tyler, W. B. (Photogravure and fine art publisher, San Francisco) undated
Type case undated
Type characters undated
Type Directors Club of New York 1966
Typefounders Inc. (Phoenix) 1961-1965, undated
Typefounders -- United States undated
Typefoundry Amsterdam 1954, undated
Type specimens undated
Type World (Newspaper, Wilmington, Massachusetts) 1978
Typographers Association of New York 1998
Typographic Composition (Trade journal, Philadelphia) 1958
Typographical point system 1926
Typographical Union Number 174 (Los Angeles) 1960-1961
Typography 1953-1977, undated
Typophiles, Inc. (New York) 1935-1977, undated
U. P. Press, The (San Francisco) 1906
Ulano Corporation (New York) 1979
Ultra-Violet Products, Inc. (San Gabriel, California) undated
Underhill, George L. (Book and job printer, San Francisco) undated
Unidentified printing samples undated
Union Advocate (Newspaper, Jackson, California) 1865
Union Democrat (Newspaper, Sonora, California) undated
United Efforts Press (John Arnold, Portola Valley, California)
  General 1961-1964, undated
  Moxon Chappel 1960-1966, undated
Union Lithograph Company (San Francisco) 1907-1928
Union Paper Company (San Francisco) undated
Union Photo-Engraving Company (San Francisco) undated
Union-Tribune Publishing Company (San Diego) 1966, undated
United Lithographers (Spokane, Washington) 2011
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 1945,
1970-1974
United States Department of Commerce (Printing and Publishing Industry report) 1977
United States Forge and Foundry Company (Pulaski, New York) undated
United States Government Printing Office (Washington D. C.) undated
United States Newspaper Project (Bloomington, Indiana) 1977
Univar (VWR Scientific Inc., Treck Photographic) 1977-1978
Universal Imprints Company (Brooklyn, New York) 1983
University Microfilms, Inc. (subsidiary of Xerox Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan)
  1966-1980, undated
University of Alabama, Institute for Book Arts (Tuscaloosa, Alabama) 1983
University of Arizona Library (Tucson) 1959-1979
University of Arizona Press (Tucson) 1966, undated
University of California, Berkeley 1956-1982, undated
University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft Library 1948-2003, undated
University of California, Berkeley, General Library 1955-1985, undated
University of California, Berkeley, Institute for Journalism Education 1983
University of California, Berkeley, School of Librarianship - South Hall Press and Paper Mill 1971-1979
University of California, Book Arts Club 1935-1969
University of California, Davis 1970, 1984
University of California, Davis, Library 1965-1986, undated
University of California, Los Angeles 1961-1962, undated
University of California, Los Angeles, Library 1949-1986, undated
University of California, Los Angeles, School of Library Service 1962-1965
University of California Press (Berkeley) 1933-1986, undated
University of California, Santa Barbara, Library 1967-1973, undated
University of California, Santa Cruz 1959-1980
University of California, Santa Cruz - Cowell Press Council 1976-1977
University of California, Santa Cruz - Lime Kiln Press 1975-1981, undated
University of Chicago Press 1982, undated
University of Colorado - The Press at Colorado College 1980
University of Illinois Press (Urbana, Illinois) undated
University of Kansas Libraries 1955, 1972
University of Kentucky - King Library Press 2006
University of Michigan, William L. Clements Library 1923-1974
University of Nevada Press (Reno, Nevada) 1974-1976, undated
University of New Mexico Press (Albuquerque, New Mexico) 1974-1975
University of New Mexico, The Quivira Society (G. P. Hammond, Albuquerque, New Mexico) 1937, 1949
University of Oklahoma Press 1976, undated
University of Oregon Books (Eugene, Oregon) 1959-1969, undated
University of Pennsylvania Libraries (Philadelphia) 1987
University of San Francisco 1966-1987
University of San Francisco, Gleeson Library 1970-1987, undated
University of South Carolina Press 1975
University of Southern California Fine Arts Press (Los Angeles) undated
University of Texas Press (Austin, Texas) undated
University of Texas, Institute of Texan Cultures (Tom Lea, San Antonio, Texas) 1970
University of Utah (Salt Lake City) 1975
University of Virginia, Bibliographical Society (Charlottesville, Virginia) 1948, 1969
University of Washington Libraries undated
University of Washington Press (Seattle) 1963, undated
University Press of Virginia (Charlottesville, Virginia) 1967-1975, undated
University Press, The (Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1919
University presses 1963-1968
University of Utah Press 1963, 1979, undated
Updata Publications, Inc. (Microfilm, Santa Monica, California) 1974
Upham, Samuel C. undated
Upstart Crow and Company, The (Bookstore, San Francisco) undated
Upton Brothers (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Upton, John P. (Printer, San Francisco) 1878, undated
Upton, Monson and Haswell (Commercial book and job printing, San Francisco) 1852
Utley, George B. (Source Material of the Study of American History in the Libraries of Chicago) 1922
VWR Scientific Inc. (Graphics equipment and supplies, San Francisco) undated
Val Trefz Press (Pasadena, California) undated
Valentine, Alexander (Printer, San Francisco) undated
Valentino, Carmen D. undated
Valleau and Peterson (San Francisco) undated
Vallely Morning Series (Book club, Pasadena, California) undated
Valley Paper Company 1908
Valley Publishers (Fresno, California) 1970-1977, undated
Van Allen Bradley, Inc. (Lake Zurich, Illinois) undated
Van Bibber, T. C. (Stationery, San Francisco) undated
Van Bokkelen, George A. (Importer of blank books, stationery, type, presses and printers' material) 1858
Van Ghemmert Publishing Company (Kortrijk, Belgium) 1979
van Heusden, Gerard (Publisher and bookseller, Amsterdam) 1965-1967
Van Holdt, Rick and Lori (Foolproof Press) 1980-1981
van Krimpen, Jan (Typographer) 1959, 1965, undated
Vance, George (Proofreader for the Sierra Club) 1933
Vancouver Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Vancouver, British Columbia) 1930-1938
Vandercook and Sons, Inc. (Chicago) 1958-1986
Vanderwater and Norton Printers (F. A. Donnelly, San Francisco) undated
Van Son (Holland Ink Corporation of America, Mineola, New York) 1963-1979, undated
Van Vleck, O'Hara and Livermore (Marie Van Vleck, Lillian O'Hara, Grace Livermore, wood engravers, San Francisco) undated
Varisystems Corporation (Plainview, New York) 1972
Varityper Corporation (Phototypesetting equipment, East Hanover, New Jersey) 1975-1976, undated
Veer (Type design and illustration) 2009
Velo-Bind Inc. (Sunnyvale, California) 1971-1973, undated
Vermont Historical Society (Stephen Daye's printing press, Montpelier, Vermont) 1968, undated
Vermont -- print trade undated
Vernon Simpson Typographers (Los Angeles) undated
Versatec (Phototype proofing equipment, Cupertino, California) 1973, undated
Victoria Club of Printing House Craftsmen (Victoria, British Columbia) 1931
Vijuk Equipment, Inc. (Folding machines, Elmhurst, Illinois) 1988, undated
Virkotype (Hand process machine, Plainfield, New Jersey) undated
Visual Graphics Corporation (Miami) 1967-1974, undated
von Holdt, Rick and Lori (Fremont, California) undated
Vroman's Book Store (Pasadena, California) 1969
Vue (Western Printing Buyers' Journal, Bellevue, Washington) 1974
W. A. Woodward and Company (Job printing, San Francisco) 1880-1897
W. Graham Arader III (Maps, book and print dealer, San Francisco) 1986
W. O. Hickok Manufacturing Company (Bookbinding machinery and tools, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania) undated
W. S. Bacon and Company (Booksellers and stationers, Oakland) undated
W. V. Dermitt and Company (Law blank publishers, Pittsburgh) 1903
W. W. Brier and Son (Booksellers, San Francisco) c. 1888
Waddington, Alfred P. (Map maker) 1976
Wade, Leonard (Linotype faces, San Francisco) undated
Wade, S. H. (Book and job printer, San Francisco) undated
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc. (Belmont, California) undated
Wagner, Blanche Colett (Artist, San Marino, California) 1938, undated
Wagner, Harr 1936-1976, undated
Wagner, Henry Raup (Historian, San Marino, California) 1927-1970
Waite, Benjamin Franklin (Printer, San Francisco) undated
�aiward Press (Barbara and Christopher Warnock, Los Altos, California) General 2008-2009, undated
Waldstein, A. undated
Waldtenfel, A. (Bookseller, San Jose) undated
Walker Engraving Company (New York) 1941
Walker, Franklin undated
Wall, Bernhardt (Etcher, Sierra Madre, California) undated
Wallace and Hassett (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Wallace Hill Bookstore (Arkadelphia, Arkansas) 1949
Wallace Kibbee and Son (Printers, San Francisco) 1937-1964, undated
Walsh, Charles R. (Compositor, San Francisco) undated
Walt Whitman Bookshop (San Francisco) undated
Walter Crittenden (Typographic decorations, Buffalo, New York) 1953, undated
Walter J. Mann Company (The Lauck-Mann Company, design and photo engraving, San Francisco) undated
Walter N. Anderson, Fine Linotyping (San Francisco) undated
Walteufel, Achille (Bookseller, San Francisco) undated
Wamsley, George and Helvi (Editor and publishers, The San Francisco Territorial News) undated
Wanner, A. F. (Typefounder, Chicago) undated
Warde, Beatrice (Typographer) 1940-1976, undated
Warfel, Willy undated
Warner Company, The (Commercial printers, San Francisco) undated
Warwick, John (Adobe Systems, Palo Alto, California) undated
Warren, J. Q. A. (San Francisco) 1974
Washbish, Robert Williston 1965-1966, undated
Washington-Alaska Graphic Arts Industries, Inc. (Yakima, Washington) 1960
Washington, Augustus (Daguerreotypist, Hartford, Connecticut) undated
Washington Star (Newspaper, Washington D. C.) 1979
Washington -- newspapers 1870, 1934, 1969
Washington -- printing 1889, 1908, 1967, undated
Wasp Publishing Company (San Francisco) 1890, 1894
Water Table Press (Gary Albers, Santa Barbara) 1975
Waters and Company (San Francisco) 1870s, 1900
Waters, Newhoff and Company (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Watson-Brooks Office (Printing services, Jean Watson and Ruth Brooks, San Francisco) undated
Watson, Douglas S. (San Francisco) 1933-1935
Waston, Joseph (Type and press sales, Boston) 1874
Watts, Steven Lewis (The Pastime Printer, typophile, Virginia) 1956-1967, undated
Wave Publishing Company (San Francisco) undated
Weather Bird Press (Vance Gerry, Los Angeles) 1973-1982
Web offset presses undated
Weber, C. E. (Stuttgart, Germany) undated
Webster, Wesley (Publisher of classical and educational music, San Francisco) undated
Weekly Arizonian, The and printing press (Newspaper, Tubac, Arizona) undated
Weidemann, Harry (Typefounder, Nyssa, Oregon) undated
Weiss, M. (Book and job printing, San Francisco) undated
Wells Fargo Bank (San Francisco) 1956, undated
Welsh, Horace (Typefounder, Cincinnati) undated
Weltz, Frederick (Bibliophile, Philadelphia) undated
Wempe Brothers (Manufacturers of paper boxes, San Francisco) 1885
Wentworth, John P. H. (Publisher, San Francisco) 1876
Wenzel, Caroline (Librarian, California State Library, Sacramento) undated
Werner, N. J. (Originator of standardized typeface alignment, St. Louis, Missouri) undated
Werner, William (Newspaper publisher, Oakland) 1973
Wesel Manufacturing Company (Scranton, Pennsylvania) undated
West Coast Lithograph Company (San Francisco) undated
West Coast Print Center (Berkeley) 1980
West Indies -- printing undated
West, Joan 1972-1973
Westana Publications (San Francisco) 1981
Westerberg, J. F. (Mill Valley, California) 1943, undated
Western daily newspapers 1962, undated
Western Electric Company (Portland, Oregon) 1949
Western History Association 1967-1975, undated
Western Letter (San Francisco Book Company, Inc.) 1975
Western Lithograph Company (Los Angeles) 1928, 1941-1942
Western Newspaper Union (Stephen W. Johnson) undated
Western Printing and Publishing Company (Sparks, Nevada) undated
Western Roll Paper Company (San Francisco) undated
Western Roller Company (Etiwanda, California) 1979
Western Tanager Press (Santa Cruz, California) 1981
Westernlore Press (Paul Bailey, Los Angeles) 1957-1975
Westerns, The (San Diego) 1979, 1983
Westgate Press (Alfred B. Kennedy, Oakland) undated
Westways (Automobile Club of Southern California) 1956
Westweek (Pacific Design Center, Los Angeles) 1986
Weyer, Auguste (l'Echo du Pacifique) 1869
Weygers, Alexander (Carmel Valley, California) 1977
Wheat, Carl Irving (Wheatstalk Press, founder Roxburghe Club) 1928-1967, undated
Wheelan and Greene (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Wheeler, William (Bookbinder, San Francisco) undated
Whirligig Press (D. and D. Solo, Alameda, California)
General 2005-2009, undated
Moxon-Chappel 1994-2007, undated
Whitaker and Ray Company (Publishers and booksellers, San Francisco) 1900-1905
White, Elihu (Typefounder, Hartford, Connecticut) undated
White, James T. (Bookseller) undated
White Rabbit Press (Graham Mackintosh) 2009
Whiting Papers (Paper samples, Menasha, Wisconsin) undated
Whitnah, Dorothy (Emeryville, California) 1987
Whittle, George Howes 1917-1919
Whitton, Town and Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1858-1861
Whitton, Waters and Company (Book and job printing, San Francisco) 1861
Wiebking, Robert (Typefounder) undated
Wilke, William (Designer and illustrator) undated
Will and Finck (Bookseller, San Francisco) undated
Willats Printing Company (San Francisco) undated
William B. Cooke and Company (Importing stationers, San Francisco) 1862
William B. Rudow, Inc. (Printers' accessories, Sarasota, Florida) 1978-1979
William Kaufmann, Inc. (Publisher) 1977-1982, undated
William P. Harrison Printers Warehouse (San Francisco) 1865
William P. Wreden (Rare books and manuscripts, San Francisco and Palo Alto, California) 1940-1984
Williams College, Chapin Library (Williamstown, Massachusetts) 1966-1976
Williams and Collins (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Williams Engraving Company (Wood printing plates) undated
Williams, Fred (Hayward, California) undated
Williamsburg, Virginia -- printing 1957, 1979, undated
Willis, Edward Judge undated
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Moxon Chappel 1963-1973, undated
Wilmington Photo Type Founders, Inc. (Andover, Massachusetts) undated
Wilson, Adrian (Printer and book designer, San Francisco) 1952-1988, undated
Wilson, Carroll A. 1948
Winchester, John (California state printer) 1851
Windle, John (Antiquarian bookseller and publisher, San Francisco) 1980, 1999
Windsor Press (Cecil and James Johnson, San Francisco) 1927-1958, undated
Wing, William (Typefounder, Hartford, Connecticut) undated
Winged Mouse Press (San Francisco) undated
Winship, George Parker (Librarian and scholar, Cambridge, Massachusetts) 1919, 1929, undated
Winter Harbor Press (James Houle, Biddeford, Maine) undated
Winterburn and Company (Printer, San Francisco) 1878, 1885, undated
Winterich, John T. 1927-1930
Winters Express (Newspaper, Winters, California) undated
Wisconsin State Historical Society (Madison, Wisconsin) 1966-1970
Wise, Thomas J. 1948, 1962
Wismer and Becker (Sacramento) undated
Wobbers Inc. (Commercial retail and wholesale stationers, San Francisco) 1947, undated
Wofsy, Alan (Antiquarian bookman and publisher, San Francisco) 1975
Woman's Place Bookstore (Oakland) undated
Women printers 1964-1983, undated
Women Writers Union (San Francisco) undated
Women's Cooperative Printing Union (San Francisco) 1871-1886, undated
Women's History Research Center (Berkeley) undated
Women's Press, The (San Francisco) 1984
Women's Press Project undated
Wood, Charles R. undated
Wood, Dallas (Founder, Peninsula Newspapers, Inc.) 1974
Wood and Strickland (Printers, designers, engravers, San Francisco) undated
Wood type 1977-1978, undated
Woodcut Society, The (Kansas City, Missouri) undated
Wooden presses in the United States undated
Woon, Basil (Journalist, author, Reno, Nevada) 1974
Word Processing and Office/Business Equipment Expo 1981
Words on Walls and Things, Inc. (Manhattan Beach, California) undated
Worthy Paper Company (West Springfield, Massachusetts) 1925-1931, undated
Wright and Chadbourne (Printers, San Francisco) undated
Wright Press, The (Paris, Texas) undated
Wroth, Lawrence C. 1942-1970
X-Rite Company, The (Grand Rapids, Michigan) undated
Xerox Corporation (Rochester, New York) 1966-1978, undated
Yale University Libraries 1945-1962, undated
Yale University Press (New Haven, Connecticut) 1966-1969, undated
Ye Old Book Shop (R. D. Collyer, Palo Alto, California) undated
Ye Olde Printery (Harold E. Sterne, Cincinnati) undated
Yellow Barn Press undated
Yerba Buena Books (San Francisco) 1984
Yerba Buena Press, The (Nathan Van Patten, Stanford University) 1931-1952
Yolla Bolly Press, The (James V. and Carolyn Robertson, Covelo, California) 1984-1987, undated
Yosemite Association (El Portal, California) undated
Young and McCallister, Inc. (Los Angeles) 1931, undated
Young, Brigham (Utah) 1963, 1977
The Youths Companion (Periodical, Boston) 1882, 1915
Yreka Journal (Newspaper, Yreka, California) 1878
Yreka Union (Newspaper, Yreka, California) 1879
Zamorano, Agustin Juan Vicente (California's first printer) 1932-1979, undated
Zamorano Club 1929-1986, undated
Zamorano press 1949, 1970
Zapf, Hermann (Type designer) 1951-1987
Zeitlin, Jake (Zeitlin and Ver Brugge, antiquarian book dealer, Los Angeles) 1953-1988
Zeitlin Periodicals Company (Los Angeles) undated
Zellerbach, Isadore 1941
Zellerbach Paper Company 1916-1987
Zion's Book Store (Salt Lake City, Utah) 1949
ZYZZYVA (Magazine) 1985
Oversized ephemera
Adams, Ansel 1939
Adobe Systems Inc. (Mountain View, California) 1988-1989
Albany Free Press (Michael and Lubov Mazur) 2009
Aldus Press (S. Vance Cagley, San Francisco) undated
Alex Dulfer Printing and Lithographing Company (San Francisco) 1946
Allied Arts Guild (Menlo Park, California) undated
Alphabet Express (San Francisco) 1975
Alta California Bookstore (Berkeley) undated
Alvarez, Francisco S. (Paper importer, San Francisco) 1853
American Institute of Graphic Arts (New York) 1920-1930, undated
American Printer, The (Chicago) 1924-1925
American Type Founders Company (Elizabeth, New Jersey) 1923, 1950, undated
American Wood Type Manufacturing Company (New York) undated
Ampersand Press, The (Arthur M. Ellis, Jake Zeitlin, Grant Dahlstrom) 1930
Amsterdam Continental Types and Graphic Equipment, Inc. (New York) undated
Angelo, Valenti (Printer and illustrator, Grabhorn Press, San Francisco and New York) 1931-1976, undated
Ano Nuevo Island Press (Marianne Hinckle, San Francisco) 1996, 2000, undated
Avril Press (Victor Hammer, Lexington, Kentucky) 1955, undated
Appleton Papers, Inc. (Appleton, Wisconsin) 1984-1989
Archetype Press (Wilder and Ellen Bentley) 1935, 1939

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Argus Books (Herbert Caplan, Sacramento) undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Arif Press (Wesley B. Tanner, Berkeley) 1970
Arion Press (Andrew Hoyem, San Francisco) 1974-1987, undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Art Directors Club of San Francisco and the Artists Club of San Francisco 1952

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Art Institute of Chicago 1937

Scope and Contents
File contains a printing tree, recording names of important figures in the history of typography and printing, designed by Anne Edwards.

Association Typographique Internationale 1983

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
Automix Keyboards, Inc. (Bellevue, Washington) undated
Bancroft-Whitney Company (Lawbook publishers, San Francisco) undated
Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association undated
Bauer Type Foundry, Inc. (Konrad F. Bauer, New York, Frankfurt) 1937, undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Scope and Contents
Contains German poster of Stammbaum der Schrift, Bauer's family tree of printing types.

Baxter, George (Printer) 1843
Beagle Press (Vallejo, California) 1969
Bean Creek Press -- General and Moxon Chappel (Charlie and Frances Hinde, Santa Clara, California) 1976-1986, undated
Bellerophon Books (San Francisco) 1973

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Belt, Elmer (Collector of Vinciana, Los Angeles) 1949
Ben Day, Inc. (Rapid shading medium, New York) 1919, undated
Bender, Albert M. 1939
Berkeley Art Center (Perfect Bindings: Northern California Book Arts exhibition) undated
Bishop Museum Press (Hawaii) 1957
Blackwood Press 1928, undated
Blake, Moffitt and Towne (San Francisco) 1953, 1963, undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Book Club of California (San Francisco) 1922-2005
Brandtjen & Kluge (Printing equipment manufacturers, St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin, St. Paul, Minnesota) undated
Bray and Beran (Printers, San Francisco) 1929
Briggs, W. K. (SF Newsletter, fortieth Anniversary issue cover) undated
Brough, Bruce (Printer, San Francisco) 1923
Brower, Marcus (Printer, Brower Associates, Marcus Brower & Company, San Francisco) 1932
Bullen, Henry Lewis (Printer, librarian, and historian) 1935
C. M. Edwards Associates (San Francisco) undated

Calendars
California Centennials Commission 1948

Scope and Contents
Contains map of California based on Britton and Rey's 1857 lithograph of California map drawn from United States Land and Coast surveys.

California Constitution (Reproduction) undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

California Historical Society (San Francisco) 1954-1976

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

California Photo-Engravers Association (San Francisco) 1925
California Polytechnic State University, Shakespeare Press Museum (San Luis Obispo, California) undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
Californian, The (Newspaper, San Francisco) 1848, 1948, undated
Camino Press -- Moxon Chappel (Matthew Kelsey, Saratoga) undated
Carnegie Institute of Technology -- The Laboratory Press (Pittsburgh) 1928, 1931
Case Paper Company (New York) undated
Caslon type undated
Castle Press, The (Grant Dahlstrom, Pasadena, California) 1966, 1969
Caxton, William (Printer) undated
Champion Papers Inc. (Hamilton, Ohio) 1965, undated
Charles H. Falk Studio of Typography (San Francisco) 1958
Charles R. Wood and Associates (Lithography and photogravure, San Francisco) undated
Charles Scribner's Sons (New York) undated
Chiswick Book Shop (New York, New York) 1972
Christmas cards undated
City College of San Francisco Department of Printing Technology undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
Cleland, Thomas Maitland (Printer) 1926
Cobden-Sanderson, T. J. (Bookbinder and printer) 1916
Columbia Times (Reproduction, Carrier's Address for New Years Day) undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
Composing room undated
Conlan, Charles (Printer and lithographer, San Francisco) undated
Cordis, Thomas Edward (International Association of Printing House Craftsmen, Inc.) 1960, undated
Coster, Laurens Janszoon (Inventor of a printing press) undated
Coverdale Press, The (Chicago) 1960
Craemer, Jeff (Printer) 1983
Craftool Company, The (Historical Press Series, Albion press, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey) undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
Cranach Press (Weimer, Germany) 1930, undated
Cresset Press Limited, The (London) 1929
Cubrey & Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1869
Deberny & Peignot (Typefounders, Paris) undated
Declaration of Independence (Reproduction) undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
DeVinne Press, The (Theodore Brockbank DeVinne, New York) 1930
Dodd, Mead & Company (Book covers, New York) undated
Dogwood Press (Frank McCaffrey, Seattle) undated
Duensing, Paul Hayden undated
Dunn, Harvey Hopkins (Designer and typographer, New York, Philadelphia) undated
Duschnes, Philip C. (Distributor for Urs Graf Publishing Company, New York) 1959
Dwiggins, William Addison (Designer, illustrator, typographer, Massachusetts) 1906-1958
Engdahl Typography (Lee and Mayona Engdahl, Santa Rosa, California) 1988
Epes Ellery Antiquarian Bookstore (San Francisco) 1984
Eragny Press undated
Eversorn, William (Author and printer, Berkeley) 1947-1981
Feathered Serpent Press (Susan Acker, Dan Greame and Marian R. Kelley, San Rafael, California) 1984, undated
Fecit, Benard (Artist) undated
Figment Press, The (Dianne Weiss, Mill Valley, California) undated
Five Fine Printers: an exhibition (Jake Stauffacher, Adrian Wilson, Richard Bigus, Andrew Hoyem, William Everson) 1979
Flong 1965
Foster, F. (Bookbinder, paper ruler and blank book manufacturer, Sacramento) undated
Francis, Valentine and Company (Engraving and printing, San Francisco) undated
Franklin, Benjamin undated
Fuji Graphics Inc. (Anaheim, California) undated
G. M. Whipple and A. A. Smith (Booksellers and stationers, Salem, Massachusetts) undated
George F. Nesbitt and Company (Printers and stationers, New York) undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Gill, Eric (Engraver) 1928
Goudy, Frederick W. (Type designer) 1932, undated
Grabhorn-Hoyem (Printers, San Francisco) 1967-1972
Grabhorn, Mary (Illustrator, San Francisco) 1956, undated
Grabhorn Press (Robert and Edwin Grabhorn, San Francisco) 1922-1976

Physical Description: 4.0 folders

Graphic Arts of Marin (Sausalito, California) undated
Graphic Arts Studio (San Francisco) undated
Great Midwestern Bookshow (Minneapolis) 1985
Greenwood Press (Jack Stauffacher, San Francisco) undated
Scope and Contents
Contains a broadside of Plea for Survival by Sir Bertrand Russell.

Grolier Club (New York, New York) 1910, 1973
Guasp Press (Saint Francis of Assisi woodblock prints) undated
Gutenberg, John (Printer, The Gutenberg Bible) undated
H. S. Crocker and Company (Stationers and printers, Sacramento) 1875-1877
H. S. Tanner, Philadelphia and T. R. Tanner, New York (Maps and atlases) undated
Hackett, Edmond Byrne (Brick Row Book Shop, Inc., New York) 1936
Haentjens decker Gumbert (Prospectus, The Utrecht Psalter) 1972
Halle-Cordis Composing Room (San Francisco) undated
Harding, George L. undated
Scope and Contents
Contains keepsake for friends of the Grabhorn Press, California Spanish Imprints, 1833-1845.

Harper and Brothers (Publishers) undated
Scope and Contents
Contains book cover for George Du Maurier's Trilby.

Harvard College Library, Department of Printing and Graphic Arts (Cambridge, Massachusetts) undated
Havilah Press -- Moxon Chappel (Emeryville, California) 2007
Heidelberg (Printing, West Germany) undated
Hilltop Hobbies Press -- Moxon Chappel (George Pfeiffer) 1981
Hinkle and Sons Printing Office (Marianne Hinkle, San Francisco) 1988
Hittell, Theodore H. (Brief history of California, sample pages) undated
Independent Pressroom, Inc. (San Francisco) undated
Industrial Espionage Inc. [Goes] undated
Institute of Historical Cartography (San Francisco) undated
International Association of Printing House Craftsmen, Inc. 1929-1949
International Typeface Corporation (New York) undated
J. H. Nebiett Pressroom, Limited (San Francisco) undated
J. W. Butler Paper Company (Chicago) 1903

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Jackson, Hartley Everett 1948
James F. Drake, Inc. (Rare book, first edition, and autograph dealer, New York) undated
Janus Press 1986
Japan Paper Company (New York) undated
John Calhoun Club (Chicago) 1928
John Howell Books (San Francisco) undated
John T. Bevans Linotyping (San Francisco) undated
John Windle Publishing Company (San Francisco) 1980
Johnck & Seeger (Printing press, John J. Johnck and Harold Seeger, San Francisco) 1930, 1939, undated
Johnson Reprint Corporation (Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York) undated
Kemble, Edward Cleveland undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Kemble Collection on Western Printing and Publishing (California Historical Society, San Francisco) undated
Kennedy, Lawton (Printer, San Francisco) 1958-1970, undated

Physical Description: 4.0 folders
Location of Materials: The bulk of materials are located in oversized boxes, two posters are located in folio folders.

Kennedy, Lawton and Alfred L. (Printers, San Francisco) 1961-1975

Physical Description: 2.0 folders

Kennedy-ten Bosch Company (Printers and binders, San Francisco) 1926-1927, undated
Kimberly-Clark Corporation (Wisconsin) 1962
Knight-Counihan Company (Printers, San Francisco) 1928
Koch, Peter Rutledge (Blackstone Press) 1980-1985

Scope and Contents

Kusz, Charles L. (Newspaper editor The Gringo and Greaser, New Mexico) undated
LKW Press -- Moxon Chappel (L. Kenneth Wilson, Palo Alto, California) 1969, 1972

Scope and Contents
Contains reproduction of Volume One, Number One of Scientific American.

Lane Magazine and Book Company (Sunset Magazine, Sunset Books, Menlo Park, California) undated
Le Count Brothers (Stationers and printers, San Francisco) 1893
Limited Editions Club Inc. (New York) 1934-1936
Lindner, Eddy and Clauss (Lithographers, New York) 1888
Lithography undated
Los Angeles Club of Printing House Craftsmen undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Ludlow Swifftape (Teletypesetter-compatible tape entry and justification system) undated
Ludlow Typograph Company (Chicago) undated
Mackenzie-Harris Corporation (Typographers and typefounders, San Francisco) c. 1925, 1975, 1982
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Mackintosh, Graham (Oyez) 1971
Maran Printing Services (Baltimore) undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.
  Scope and Contents
  Contains reproduction lithograph of the Declaration of Independence.

Marchbanks Press, The (New York) 1918-1931, undated
Marsh, S. H. (H. K. McCann Company) 1924
Marshall Printing (Letterpress) undated
McCormick-Armstrong Company (Wichita, Kansas) 1931, 1932
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

McKay, Donald (Advertising illustrator, San Francisco) undated
McMurtrie, Douglas C. (Typographer, Evanston, Illinois) 1927, 1932, undated
Mergenthaler Linotype Company (Brooklyn, New York) 1927-1934, undated
Merrymount Press, The (D. B. Updike, Boston) 1923, 1940, undated
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Metcalf-Little Inc. (Typographers and illustrators, San Francisco) undated
Miehle-Goss-Dexter, Inc. (Chicago) 1934, 1953
Mills College (Oakland) 1935, 1939
  Scope and Contents
  Contains materials from the Eucalyptus Press and the Albert M. Bender collection at Mills College.

Monotype Composition Company (Typefoundry, San Francisco) undated
Morison, Stanley (Four Centuries of Fine Printing) undated
Murdock, Charles A. (Printer, San Francisco) 1885
Nash, John Henry (Printer, Trade Pressroom, San Francisco) 1919-1934
  Physical Description: 2.0 folders

Neal, Stratford and Kerr (Stationers and engravers, Oakland) undated
New York Public Library, The Robinson-Pforzheimer typeface collection undated
Noble Impressions -- Moxon Chappel (San Francisco) undated
Oak Hill Press (Philip H. Goldman, Santa Barbara) 1969
  Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Oakland National Engraving and Gravure Company (Oakland) undated
Oakland Tribune 1924-1927, 1981
Omnicomp (San Francisco) undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Overland Press, The (Austin, Texas) 1981
Pacific Coast Advertising Clubs Association 1922
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Pacific Society of Printing House Craftsmen 1930, undated
Pacific Wine and Spirit Review (San Francisco) 1896
Pageant Book, Inc. (Paterson, New Jersey) 1960
Pajaronian, The (Newspaper, Watsonville, California) 1915
Palmer and Rey (San Francisco) undated
Papel Indigena Mexicano, El (Hans Lenz, Mexican indigenous paper) undated
Parker Printing Company (San Francisco) undated
Pelican Press (London) 1928
Pennoyer, A. Sheldon (Author, artist) 1938
Peregrine Press (Henry Evans, San Francisco) 1950-1970, undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Philoxenia Press -- Moxon Chappel (Berkeley) undated
Philter Press, The -- General and Moxon Chappel (Paul and Joyce Quyle, Murphys, California) 1964-1978, undated
Plantin, Christophe (Printer and publisher) undated
Plantin Press, The (Los Angeles) 1957
Poltroon Press (Alastair Johnston, Berkeley) 1976, 1999
Porpoise Bookshop, The (Booksellers and publishers, San Francisco) 1955, 1956, undated
Powell, H. M. T. (Illustrator, Pueblo de Los Angeles) undated
Price Typography (San Francisco) undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Printer's hat undated
Printers' Shop, The (Frederica Postman, Palo Alto, California) 1974
Printing Department, Edison Junior High School (Berkeley) 1932
Printing presses (Illustrations of presses) undated
Printing Week 1955, 1965
R. E. Lewis, Inc. (Original prints and drawings, San Francisco) 1956
Rand, McNally and Company (Printers and engravers, Chicago) 1876
Recorder Printing and Publishing Company, The (San Francisco) 1926
Reynard Press (Typographers, publishers, binders, San Francisco) undated
Richard Abel Bookseller (Beaverton, Oregon) 1973, 1974
Ricci, Franco Maria (Publisher, Parma, Italy) 1965
Rising Marks Fine Typography (Roland Charles Stovel, Los Angeles) undated
Ritchie, George F. (San Francisco) 1977
Riverside Press, The (Bruce Rogers, Boston) 1902, undated
Rogers, Bruce (Type designer and printer, World Bible) 1924-1949
Rollins, Carl Purington (Montague Press, New Clairvaux Press, Yale University Press) 1930, undated
Rosenstock, Fred A. (The Old West Publishing Company, Denver) 1963
Rounce and Coffin Club (Los Angeles) 1953
Royal Zenith Press undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Rudge, William Edwin (Printer and publisher, New York) 1928-1929
Russ Building (San Francisco) undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

S. D. Warren Company (Printing paper, Boston) undated
Sacramento Book Collectors Club 1950
Sacramento Club of Printing House Craftsmen undated
Saint Benedict undated
San Francisco Bay Cities Club of Printing House Craftsmen undated
San Francisco Chronicle (Newspaper, fire in Virginia, Nevada) 1875
San Francisco Club of Printing House Craftsmen 1930-1979
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

San Francisco Examiner (Newspaper) 1979, 1987
San Francisco International Book Fair (Friends of Books and Comics) 1973
San Francisco Photo Engraving Company undated
San Francisco printers undated
San Francisco Public Library undated
San Francisco Territorial News 1966, undated
Sausalito Gazette (Newspaper) 1959
Schoeffer, Johannes (Livy's Roman History leaves) undated
Schmidt Lithograph Company (Max Schmidt, San Francisco) 1936
Scrimshaw Press, The (Darius Kinsey collection, Oakland) undated
Scripps College Press (Claremont, California) 1986
Scudder, Harvey E. (Printer, Stockton, California) 1965, undated
Seattle Club of Printing House Craftsmen 1928, 1935
Serendipity Books 1971
Ship Press Chappel (San Francisco) 1980-1981
Simpson Lee Paper Company (San Francisco) undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Slotkin, Stanley S. (Founder of Abbey Rents, Los Angeles) 1969, undated
Small Press Club of Marin 1982-1986, undated
Smithsonian Institution, Division of Graphic Arts (Washington D.C.) 1979-1980, undated
Scope and Contents
Contains model of a common wooden press and The Stuffed Goose Printers' Broadside Series, portfolios 1 and 2.

Societa Nebiolo (Typefoundry, Turin, Italy) undated
Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Society of Graphic Arts of San Francisco 1955
Solo, Dan X. (Solotype, Oakland) 1966, undated
Spiro, Leon (Editor, S-B Gazette, poet, Marin City, California) 1965-1974
Stanford University Libraries (Palo Alto, California) 1972
Stanford University Press 1938
Scope and Contents
Poster contains Moulin aerial photograph of San Francisco bay.

Stecher-Traung (Lithographers, San Francisco) 1943, 1941, undated
Stinehour, Christopher (Brick Row Book Shop, Yerba Buena Books) 1984
Stone and Kimball (Printers, New York) undated
Streeter, Thomas Winthrop (Book collector) 1962
T. J. Cardoza Company (Bookbinders, stationers, San Francisco) 1928
Tamalpais Press (Roger Levenson, Berkeley) 1972, undated
TAGlio Litho -- Moxon Chappel (Tom Goglio, San Jose) undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Taylor and Taylor (Edward De Witt and Henry H. Taylor, printers, San Francisco) 1982
Taylor, Nash and Taylor (Printers, San Francisco) 1913-1914

Scope and Contents
Contains a 1913-1914 calendar for the Thacher School, with photographs of the school grounds in Ojai, California.

Teague, Walter Dorwin (Industrial designer, graphic designer, and illustrator) 1914-1920
Times New Roman undated
Times, The (Newspaper, London) 1931, 1953
Tommasini, Amadeo R. (Printer and book designer) 1941-1947
Turtlesilk Press -- Moxon Chappel (Linda Stinchfield, Los Gatos) undated
Typographic Service Company (Los Angeles) undated
Unidentified printed maps undated
Unidentified print ephemera undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

United Efforts Press -- Moxon Chappel (John Arnold, Portola Valley, California) 1963, undated
University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft Library 1957, undated
University of California, Davis - Putah Creek Press 1968
University of California, Los Angeles Antiquarian Book Fair 1977
University of California Press undated
University of California, Santa Cruz - Lime Kiln Press 1981
University of Chicago Press undated
University of Denver Press 1950
University of Nevada, Reno - Black Rock Press (Kenneth Carpenter) 1967-1973
University of San Francisco, Gleeson Library Associates 1963-1984
University of Southern California - Fine Arts Press (Los Angeles) undated
Updike, D. B. undated
Walker Engraving Company (New York) 1941
Wallace Kibbee and Son (Printers, San Francisco) 1936, 1938, undated
Walter J. Mann Company (Engraving, San Francisco) undated
Walter Mayer Advertising 1971
Ward Ritchie Press, The (Los Angeles) 1949
Weather Bird Press (Vance Gerry, Los Angeles) undated
Weiss, E. R. (Insel-Verlag, Leipzig) 1925
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company undated
Western Lithograph Company (Los Angeles) undated
Wheat, Carl Irving (Printer, founder of Roxburghe Club) 1933

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Wheatstalk Press (Carl Irving Wheat, Palo Alto, California) 1928, 1958
Wilke, William Hancock (Artist, San Francisco) undated
William H. Robinson Ltd. (Rare books and ancient manuscripts, London) 1933
William P. Wreden (Rare books and manuscripts, San Francisco and Palo Alto, California) 1967
Wilson, Adrian (Printer and book designer, San Francisco) 1956, 1967, undated
Windsor Press (Cecil and James Johnson, San Francisco) 1935
Women's Press of San Francisco, The 1984
Wood & Nathan Co. *The Monotype* undated
Wynkyn de Worde Society 1970
Xerox Corporation (Rochester, New York) 1976
Z. & W. M. Crane (Dalton, Massachusetts) 1927

Scope and Contents
Includes reproductions of title pages designed by Edwin Grabhorn, Bruce Rogers, D. B. Updike, and William Edwin Rudge.

Zamorano Club 1934, 1940
Zeitlin and Ver Brugge (Rare book seller, Los Angeles) 1973-1974

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.

Zellerbach Paper Company (San Ramon, California) 1959, 1987, undated

Location of Materials: Located in folio folder.